Wayzata City Council Meeting Agenda
Wayzata City Hall, 600 Rice Street
Meeting Held Remotely
TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 2021

Click HERE to join the Zoom meeting.
Pursuant to Minnesota Statute Sec. 13D.015, and the Executive Orders and Emergency Declarations related to
the COVID19 pandemic, this City Council meeting is being conducted by electronic means using the audio and
video conferencing platform, Zoom. Members of the public may watch and listen to the meeting by logging into
Zoom, or by calling 3126266799 on a phone, and entering Zoom Meeting ID 938 3868 8188, Passcode 223651.
The meeting will also be shown on Channel 8, WCTV, and streamed on the City's website at
www.wayzata.org/WCTV.
To speak during the Public Forum and/or Public Hearing portions of the meeting you can use Zoom or a phone.
When using Zoom, indicate you’d like to speak by using Zoom's "raise hand" function. When using a phone,
press *9. In each case, you will be muted until you have been recognized and invited to speak.
The City encourages comments or questions about items on the agenda and, when possible, requests that you
submit them in advance by emailing PublicComment@wayzata.org, calling City staff at 9524045300, or mailing
Wayzata City Hall at 600 Rice St E, Wayzata, MN 55391 (Attn: Public Comment).
WORKSHOP TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION:
•

Discussion of Fire Department Updates to Policies and Procedures (5:306:00 p.m.)

•

Discussion of Draft Neighborhood Notification Policy (6:006:30 p.m.)
7:00 PM  CITY COUNCIL MEETING

1.

Call to Order

2.

Pledge of Allegiance

3.

Roll Call

4.

Approve Agenda

5.

Public Forum (3min/person)
a.

Proclamation Declaring March 31 as Police Chief Michael Risvold Day

b.

Presentation of Pedicab Proposal by John Lura

6.

New Agenda Items

7.

Consent Agenda

8.

a.

Approval of City Council Workshop and Regular Meeting Minutes of March 2, 2021

b.

Approval of Check Register

c.

Approval of Municipal Licenses

d.

Receipt of Police Activity Report

e.

Receipt of Building Activity Report

f.

Adoption of Resolution 102021 Authorizing Submittal of Application for the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources Outdoor Recreation Grant Program

g.

Adoption of Resolution 092021 Approving Interfund Transfers to the Lakefront Fund Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP)

h.

Approval of Workshare Agreement with City of Minnetonka for PartTime Building Permit Technician

New Business
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a.

Consider Support of Three Rivers Park District's Preferred Route through Wayzata for the Diamond Lake
Regional Trail Study

b.

Consider Adoption of First Reading of Ordinance 804 Amending City Code Ch. 315 Related to Outdoor
Sidewalk Cafes in City Right of Way

c.

Consider Request for Encroachment Permit, Outdoor Sidewalk Café Permit, and Final Design for COV
Restaurant Bar Addition at 700 Lake Street East

d.

Consider Resolution 112021 Adopting Panoway Signage Design Standards

9.

City Manager's Report and Discussion Items

10.

Public Forum (as necessary)

11.

Adjournment
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City of Wayzata
City Council Agenda Report

MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.a
TITLE: Approval of City Council Workshop and Regular Meeting Minutes of March 2, 2021
PROPOSED MOTION: To Approve City Council Workshop and Regular Meeting Minutes of March 2, 2021
PREPARED BY: Kathy Leervig, City Clerk
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends approval of the attached minutes.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
N/A
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
March 2, 2021 Workshop Minutes (Draft)
2.
March 2, 2021 City Council Minutes (Draft)
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WAYZATA CITY COUNCIL
WORKSHOP MEETING MINUTES - Draft
March 2, 2021
5:00 p.m. Update of Zoning Study
Mayor Mouton called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m. Pursuant to Minnesota Statute Sec. 13D.015 and
because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the City Council Workshop was being held remotely by electronic
means using the audio conferencing platform, Zoom. Council Members present: Plechash, Buchanan,
Iverson and MacDonald. Also present: City Manager Jeff Dahl, Community Development Director Emily
Goellner, Mike Kelly, Public Works Director/City Engineer, Police Chief, Mike Risvold, Deputy Police
Chief, Marc Schultz, and Assistant Planner, Nick Kieser.
Mr. Dahl provided background that the Zoning Study Task Force started meeting monthly in September
2020 to review and discuss updates to the Zoning Code noting the most important goal of this work is to
align the Zoning Code with the 2040 Comprehensive Plan.
Ms. Goellner provided an update on initiatives assigned to the task force which included Design
Standards, Commercial and Residential Zoning District Standards, Tree Preservation Ordinance, and
Planned Unit Developments. Discussion included reviewing a proposed schedule for other future
initiatives as the council directed.
Staff will request the Zoning Study Task Force to meet on a less frequent basis to review the proposed
changes to the initiatives. Staff will also work to involve the Planning Commission more with the
proposed changes. Thty Council should anticipate to review proposed language to the initiatives that the
Task Force is working on in the next couple of months.
5:30 p.m. Discussion of Draft Panoway Naming and Dedication Design Guide
Mr. Dahl introduced the topic and reminded the Council that this item was subsequent to the high-level
Naming and Dedication Policy that is up for approval at the regular meeting.
Ms. Goellner noted that more details are needed in terms of design, location, and thresholds of the signage
and memorials for Panoway on Wayzata Bay.
The Wayzata Conservancy has worked with architectural firm HGA on a draft design guide for
consideration with the primary objective to streamline all signage and compliment the built landscape of
Panoway rather than clutter or compromise it. It was noted that the overall private fundraising goal of $5
million is not dependent upon having to “sell” ALL of the naming and dedication opportunities. It is
merely a part of the overall bigger fundraising plan of the Conservancy.
The policy and design standards will guide the process when the Conservancy engages potential
supporters (individuals, families, foundations, and corporations) of Panoway.
Andrew Mullin, Chair of the Conservancy, presented the draft design guide. Next steps will be to make
any needed changes and formally approve it the March 16th Council Meeting.
Comments from the Council were that there seemed to be too much clutter if all proposed signage were to
be utilized. Consensus was to make the signage lower in profile and consolidate the number of donor
recognition opportunities.
5:30 p.m. Presentation of Emergency Management Operations
Mr. Dahl indicated that elected officials and staff have specific roles when it comes to emergency
management in any city. To prepare for and respond to emergencies, cities develop and utilize an
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emergency operations plan. The City of Wayzata has adopted an emergency plan titled the Lake
Minnetonka Regional Emergency Operations Plan. Because of the role that elected officials play before,
during, and after a disaster or emergency situation, an overview of emergency management and the City’s
Emergency Operations Plan is prudent, especially when onboarding new elected officials or when elected
officials are assuming new roles.
Police Chief Risvold presented the plan to the council and answered questions.
The workshop meeting was adjourned at 6:30 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Kathy Leervig
City Clerk
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WAYZATA CITY COUNCIL
DRAFT - MEETING MINUTES
March 2, 2021
AGENDA ITEM 1. Call to Order.
Mayor Mouton called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. Pursuant to Minnesota Statute Sec.
13D.015 and because of the COVID-19 pandemic, the City Council Meeting was being
held remotely by electronic means using the audio and video conferencing platform, Zoom.
Mayor Mouton shared the multiple options for members of the public to submit comments
or questions.
AGENDA ITEM 2. Pledge of Allegiance.
AGENDA ITEM 3. Roll Call.
Council Members present: Buchanan, Iverson, MacDonald, and Plechash. Also present:
City Manager Dahl, Community Development Director Goellner, Public Works
Director/City Engineer Kelly, and City Attorney Schelzel.
AGENDA ITEM 4. Approve Agenda.
Mr. Buchanan made a motion, seconded by Ms. Iverson, to approve the agenda, as
presented. Upon roll call vote, the motion carried 5/0.
AGENDA ITEM 5. Public Forum.
a.
Swearing in of Police Officer Tom Gunderson
Mr. Dahl welcomed everyone in attendance and administered the oath of office for Officer
Gunderson.
Police Chief Risvold shared Officer Gunderson’s biography and welcomed him.
Officer Gunderson thanked everyone for coming out. He said the Police Department had
been very welcoming and appreciated the opportunity.
Mayor Mouton welcomed Officer Gunderson and thanked him for his service.
b.
Update of Panoway on Wayzata Bay Fundraising and Advocacy
Andrew Mullin, Wayzata Conservancy Chair, explained that the Conservancy was a 501
(c3) non-profit who sat alongside the City in a joint partnership agreement. It had three
roles: advocacy for the Panoway project, raising funds from the private sector and
supporting the City’s efforts in securing public sources of financing, and project
coordination. Mr. Mullin provided introductions and a review of 2021 key initiatives.
Blake Sandvold, Conservancy Vice Chair talked about the $5 million capital
campaign.
Jodi Glasser, the Conservancy’s consultant, talked about her experience and the
plan she’s developing to help the Conservancy.
Kevin Peterson, Conservancy Board Member, talked about the grass roots
campaign.
Mr. Mullin talked about community engagement and asked the Council for
feedback on the materials. Mr. Plechash said they were outstanding and thought the
Conservancy was doing great work.
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Mayor Mouton thought the materials were wonderful and showcased the project
very well. She thanked everyone for their presentations.
AGENDA ITEM 6. New Agenda Items.
Mr. Plechash stated that last fall he had brought up the concept of allowing chickens or
bees in backyards. It was sent over to the zoning and design committee. He proposed it
was pulled from the committee and considered as a separate item to be considered at a
future workshop.
Mr. Dahl said he would talk with Ms. Goellner. He proposed two possible
scenarios. One was keeping it in house depending on staff time and involvement or
creating a proposal for a consultant to assist. Mr. Dahl said staff would come back at a
future workshop to talk about those two options.
AGENDA ITEM 7. Consent Agenda.
Mayor Mouton read the items on the consent agenda and asked if any Council member
wished to pull an item for further discussion.
Mr. Dahl provided a brief update on Item 7.d. which was added to the agenda earlier
that day.
Mayor Mouton asked for a motion to approve the Consent Agenda as presented.
Mr. Buchanan made a motion, seconded by Mr. Plechash, to approve the consent agenda:
a.
Approval of City Council Workshop and Regular Meeting Minutes of February 16,
2021
b.
Approval of Check Register
c.
Approval of Municipal Licenses
d.
Adoption of Resolution 08-2021 Authorizing an Increased Interfund Loan for
Advance of Certain Costs in Connection with TIF District 6
Upon roll call vote, the motion carried 5/0.
AGENDA ITEM 8. New Business.
a.
Consider Adoption of Resolution 07-2021 City-wide Naming and Dedication
Policy
Mr. Dahl explained that staff had drafted a policy with four primary objectives: allow
residents, community groups, civic organizations, businesses, philanthropic organizations,
and individual donors, to make requests and suggestions for the naming of City-owned
land and facilities; provide a clear process for reviewing and approving the naming and
dedication of City-owned land and facilities, and for reviewing and approving signage and
other features that commemorate events, honor individuals, recognize donors, and educate
and inform the public; provide standards for the shape, form, context, design, language,
and other visual aspects of any approved naming, honoring, informing and educating
associated with City-owned land and facilities; and provide opportunities for valuable
public and private support for City projects, programs, facilities, and spaces that benefit
the public, visitors, and residents of Wayzata. He appreciated the collaboration of all
parties involved.
Ms. Goellner said she was very thankful for the assistance of the City Attorney and
the Conservancy. She thought the policy was in a good place, but noted that tweaks could
be made as needed.
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Mr. Schelzel said this was one of two big pieces determining how the City would
handle naming rights and donation recognition. Another important document on design
standards for Panoway was coming before the Council in a couple of weeks. The two
documents were meant to work hand in hand.
Mayor Mouton asked if there would be an agreement between the City and the
donor. Mr. Schelzel said his advice was that the City should not accept any donation
without the understanding that all donations were subject to the City’s policy. He said it
was the City’s goal to be completely transparent with donors.
Ms. Iverson asked if there were any public comments regarding the policy. Mr.
Dahl said no; however, it had been a public process where people could provide feedback.
Mr. Mullin said practically speaking any request for naming or dedication would
be subject to the City’s approval. The first request would come before Council at its next
meeting.
Mayor Mouton asked for a motion on the draft resolution. Mr. Plechash made a
motion, seconded by Mr. Buchanan, to Adopt Resolution No. 07-2021 Adopting Naming
and Dedication Policy.
Ms. Iverson thought naming rights were a really big issue for any City. She wished
the City would have sought out public input. She was concerned about using private land,
materials, or benches to support private fundraising. Ms. Iverson said she did not
participate in any discussion on this topic until last week’s workshop and she was
uncomfortable supporting it. She also cautioned the City to be very careful with the visual
pollution.
Upon roll call vote, the motion carried 4/1 (Iverson).
b.

Consider Approval of Final Design of 9/11 Memorial at Panoway on Wayzata
Bay
Mr. Dahl explained in 2018, a group of community members requested that the City
Council create a reflection/memorial space at the northwest corner of Superior Boulevard
and Lake Street and offered to assist with funding. As a result of this request, a committee
was established to explore the objectives of a memorial community space and look at
appropriate locations. In 2019, the committee, led by Council Member Alex Plechash,
recommended that a 9/11 Memorial be incorporated in to the new Panoway Plaza. The
Council subsequently approved the Panoway Plaza design with space allocated for a
memorial. Since 2019, the Wayzata Conservancy had led efforts to design and fund a
world-class memorial that accomplished three objectives: tributed Wayzata-resident
Gordon McCannel Aamoth Jr.; acknowledged all persons who were impacted by 9/11; and
complimented the surroundings of the plaza as a quiet place of peace and reflection. Based
on feedback from a Council workshop in the fall of 2020 and continued dialogue from the
Aamoth family and the Wayzata Conservancy, Civitas had drafted the final design of the
space for Council consideration.
Scott Jordan, Civitas, shared the Memorial site plan, research, considerations,
design, artifacts, and flag pole placement.
Mayor Mouton asked if the monoliths would be lit and about the proper etiquette
for storing a flag. Mr. Jordan said the monoliths would not be lit. He said the lighting that
currently existed would be the majority of the lighting. Some of the uplights would be
replaced with flush inground lights to light the trees. As to flag storage, he said a flying
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flag needed to be lit, but a folded flag needed to be stored in a way that was honoring. Mr.
Jordan said he would speak with the museum director who was advising them on displaying
the artifacts about lighting the artifacts.
Mr. Mullin said this was the most meaningful part of the work he had completed so
far on Panoway. He wanted to acknowledge Mr. Plechash for his leadership. He
mentioned that he had known the Aamoth family for 40 years and also noted that the
youngest son, Peter, had helped with the design.
Ms. Iverson said Mr. Jordan and his team did a beautiful job.
Mr. Plechash thanked Mr. Mullin for the acknowledgement. He appreciated that
the Aamoth artifacts were in the South monolith and that attention to detail.
Ms. MacDonald complimented everyone involved. She thought it was beautiful
and moving.
Mr. Buchanan added his compliments to Mr. Jordan and his team. He thought it
was subtle and offered a contemplative space that was different than the rest of the plaza.
Mayor Mouton said this was so meaningful to the City. She thought it was
important to do everything the City could to pay tribute in a respectful way so the events
of 9/11 would be remembered long after they were gone. She thanked Mr. Plechash for
his leadership through the process.
Mayor Mouton asked for a motion on the proposed final design. Mr. Plechash made
a motion, seconded by Ms. MacDonald, to approve the final design of the 9/11 Memorial.
Upon roll call vote, the motion carried 5/0.
c.

Consider Approval of Contract for Professional Services with Minnesota
Wisconsin Playgrounds for Playground Replacement Projects at Klapprich
Park and the Wayzata Beach
Mr. Kelly shared that in late November, a Request for Proposal for Design Services was
sent to six playground vendors. The vendors included Playlsi/Landscape Structures,
Natural Playgrounds Store, St. Croix Recreation, MN/WI Playgrounds, Midwest
Playscapes, and Ultimate Playgrounds. Three vendors responded by the December 11,
2020 deadline. Proposals were reviewed by the Parks and Trails Board at their December
16, 2020 meeting. Interviews were held prior to their January 20, 2021 meeting. Following
the interviews, additional information was requested from the vendors. This information
was presented at a special meeting held on February 8, 2021. The Board ultimately voted
on a recommendation at their regular meeting on February 17, 2021. Minnesota Wisconsin
Playgrounds was selected to provide design services by a vote of 5-1. Mr. Kelly talked
about the design criteria for Klapprich Park and the beach, financial information, site plans
for both playgrounds, and the proposed motion.
Mayor opened the floor for questions from the Council.
Mr. Buchanan asked if the design was being approved tonight. Mr. Kelly answered
no, just the contract. He noted the Parks and Trails Board felt the preliminary design was
approximately 60% ready.
Mr. Plechash asked about the old equipment. Mr. Kelly said the Board had
discussed that. Unfortunately, the reason behind the replacement was based on the
condition of the equipment and current safety standards. It would be hard for another
community to use it. There were some opportunities to send the equipment overseas for
use. Also, Minnesota Wisconsin Playgrounds used recycled material in their equipment
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and could take as much material out of the equipment as possible to be recycled and reused.
Mr. Plechash asked about offering it to residents. Mr. Kelly said he would need to have a
conversation with the City Attorney about liability, etc. Mr. Schelzel confirmed they could
look into it.
Ms. Iverson asked how much excavation would be required at Klapprich Park. Mr.
Kelly said there was a survey, but the survey had not been married to the design to see how
much impact there would be.
Mayor Mouton thought the City had the best Boards and Commissions and that was
why the City’s parks were so special. She thought the renderings were darling. She asked
about the possibility of adding a water element at the beach playground for those who
might not be able to get to the water. Mr. Kelly said there was not currently a water feature,
but the design was not complete and they could look into it if the Council desired.
Ms. MacDonald said she lived across the street from Klapprich Park and saw how
the park was used daily. She said it was busy, but quiet with a lot of multi-generational
people. She hated to lose that aspect. Mr. Kelly said it had been very important to the
Parks and Trails Board to fit the playground into the Parks natural feel. No trees would be
removed.
Mayor Mouton asked for a motion on the proposed contract. Mr. Buchanan made
a motion, seconded by Mr. Plechash, to approve the Contract for Professional Services
with Minnesota Wisconsin Playgrounds for Playground Replacement Projects at Klapprich
Park and the Wayzata Beach. Upon roll call vote, the motion carried 5/0.
d.

Consider Adoption of Resolution 06-2021 Approving Fee-in-Lieu of Parking
Conditional Use Permit Amendment for Additional Parking Spaces at 235 and
239 Lake Street East
Ms. Goellner presented the development application from Patrick Hughes of Melvin’s 235
LLC for 235 and 239 Lake Street E. The applicant was requesting approval of an
amendment to the Conditional Use Permit approved in May 2020 to add two parking stalls
to the permitted shortfall. The existing Conditional Use Permit approved the project’s
parking requirement shortfall of up to 73 parking stalls. The amendment request would
increase the shortfall to 75 parking stalls. Ms. Goellner discussed the 2040 Comprehensive
Plan land use, zoning, project history, and parking demand study. The Planning
Commission recommended approval on a 5-0 vote.
Mayor opened the floor for questions from the Council.
Mr. Plechash asked if the three landowners who donated land received any sort of
benefit. Mr. Schelzel said he did not know the extent of the tax implications, but the City
acknowledged the receipt of those gifts and provided acknowledgement that they could use
that for tax purposes such as a write off. Mr. Plechash said it would cost the applicant to
put in the elevator which benefited the tenants and the City. And then the applicant would
also be required to pay $20,000 to the City’s Downtown Parking Fund. He was unsure if
the fee was appropriate because of the land donation. Mr. Dahl said all planning applicants
were required to meet parking requirements. The Fee in Lieu of Parking Policy was a tool
for when there was capacity to spare that could be utilized. Ms. Goellner added that when
the Fee in Lieu of Parking policy was approved for the property, it was charged a smaller
fee to account for the land donation. Mr. Schelzel agreed. He said the City looked at the
parking required under the Ordinance for the proposed project and deducted for spaces on
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the land being donated. The applicant would not have been able to do the project without
taking advantage of the Fee in Lieu of Parking Policy. He said a policy like this one must
be applied consistently to all property owners. The City appreciated the donation of the
land for public purposes, but the applicant also benefited. The donation allowed them to
do a project that they otherwise could not do.
Mayor Mouton invited the applicant to speak.
Pat Hughes, applicant, said he was super excited about the project. He had been on
top of the building earlier today. He said as much as he would like to not part with $20,000,
he did think the way staff worked through the amount of parking needed through the Fee
in Lieu of Parking Policy was fair.
Mayor Mouton said she was glad to finally be at this point, it had been a long
process.
Mr. Plechash said after exploring that concern, he was in favor.
Ms. Iverson said the Planning Commission asked a lot of good questions and she
was comfortable moving forward.
Mr. Buchanan and Ms. MacDonald also supported the Planning Commission
recommendation.
Mayor Mouton asked for a motion on the draft resolution. Mr. Buchanan made a
motion, seconded by Ms. Iverson, to Adopt Resolution No. 06-2021 Approving FILOP
CUP Amendment for 2 Additional Parking Spaces for Planned Unit Development at 235
and 239 Lake St E. Upon roll call vote, the motion carried 5/0.
AGENDA ITEM 9. City Manager's Report and Discussion Items.
Mayor Mouton communicated that the Council held a Workshop prior to the meeting where
it received an update on the zoning study, had a discussion on the draft Panoway Naming
and Dedication Policy, and heard a presentation on Emergency Management Operations
by Police Chief Risvold.
Mr. Dahl said the next activity planned for the plaza was curling. Staff hoped to
have it ready by March 5th. He also mentioned the Mayor Minutes Podcast which hosted
a special guest each month. Next month would be Police Chief Risvold as he nears
retirement. Mayor Mouton said the podcasts were out of her comfort zone, but had been
fun.
Mayor Mouton said the City received a letter from the Chicago Regional Director
of the Department of Census commending the region for having the highest response rate
of all regions in the country at 69.8%. She thanked everyone who participated and helped.
AGENDA ITEM 10. Public Forum Continued (if necessary).
There were no comments.
AGENDA ITEM 11. Adjournment.
There being no further business, Mayor Mouton asked for a motion to adjourn. Mr.
Plechash made a motion, seconded by Ms. Iverson to adjourn. Upon roll call vote, Mayor
Mouton adjourned the meeting at 9:28 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
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Kathy Leervig
City Clerk
Drafted by Sarah Peterson
TimeSaver Off Site Secretarial, Inc.
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City of Wayzata
City Council Agenda Report

MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.b
TITLE: Approval of Check Register
PROPOSED MOTION: To Approve the Payment of Checks for February and March 2021
PREPARED BY: Kathy Ovshak, Senior Accountant
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends the approval of checks.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
N/A
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Detail Check Register - February & March 2021
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

56 BREWING LLC
Beer For Resale
Total

$102.00

Invoice

Comment

10100 Old National
03/01/21
119439
E 640-47000-253

03/01/21
119440
E 640-47000-253
E 640-47000-253

03/01/21
119441
E 640-47000-251

ARTISAN BEER COMPANY
Beer For Resale

3458976

BEER RESALE

3460082

BEER RESALE

BELLBOY BAR SUPPLY CORP.
Liquor For Resale

$875.28

E 640-47000-251

Liquor For Resale

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-47000-254
E 640-47000-210

Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal
Operating Supplies (GEN

E 640-47000-259

Freight

0087953100 LIQ RESALE

$15.68 0087953100 FREIGHT
($212.10) 0088009600 LIQOUR
$348.00
$7.63
$51.50
$473.30
$4.42

Total
03/01/21
119442
E 640-47000-251

$97.25
$100.30
$197.55

Freight
Liquor For Resale

BEER

$102.00

Beer For Resale
Total

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

5613319

0088025400 LIQUOR
0088025400 FREIGHT
0102744900 MISC.MIX
0102744900 SUPPLIES
0102744900 FREIGHT

$1,563.71

BREAKTHRU BEVERAGE MN
Liquor For Resale

$4,534.77

1081237889 LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-252

Freight
Wine For Resale

$26.46
$3,416.60

1081237889 FREIGHT
1081237890 WINE

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$32.02

1081237890 FREIGHT

E 640-47000-251

Liquor For Resale

$53.99

1081237891 LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-254

Freight
Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

$1.45
$278.45

1081237891 FREIGHT
1081237892 MIX

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-259

Liquor For Resale
Freight

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-48000-251
E 640-47000-252

Liquor For Resale
Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-48000-252
E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale
Wine For Resale
Total

03/01/21
119443
E 640-47000-253

$5.80

1081237892 FREIGHT

$564.82
$7.61

1081240696 LIQUOR
1081240696 FREIGHT

$1,062.70

1081240697 WINE

$11.60

1081240697 FREIGHT

$212.45
$104.00

1081240841 LIQUOR
1081241094 WINE

$1.57

1081241094 FREIGHT

$161.80 1081243652 WINE
($48.00) 208030289 WINE
$10,428.09

BREAKTHRU BEVERAGE
Beer For Resale

$4,506.55

1091155624 BEER

E 640-47000-253

Beer For Resale

$1,892.70

1091207528 BEER

E 640-47000-253
E 640-48000-253

Beer For Resale
Beer For Resale

$1,348.95
$140.00

1091209556 BEER
1091209579 BEER

E 640-48000-253

Beer For Resale

$554.00

1091209580 BEER

E 640-48000-253

Beer For Resale
Total

$524.00

1091211717 BEER

$8,966.20
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

03/01/21
119444
E 640-47000-253
E 640-47000-253
E 640-48000-253

03/01/21
119445
E 640-48500-210

Vendor Name
CAPITOL BEVERAGE SALES
Beer For Resale
Beer For Resale
Beer For Resale
Total

Amount

Invoice

Comment

$1,621.35
$873.20

2511906
2514522

BEER
BEER

$688.00

2517008

BEER

$3,182.55

CINTAS CORPORATION
Operating Supplies (GEN

$95.29

E 640-48500-217

Uniforms

$27.28

4076193141 KITCHEN UNIFORMS

E 640-48500-210
E 640-48500-217

Operating Supplies (GEN
Uniforms
Total

$95.29
$27.28

4076815382 KITCHEN SUPPLIES
4076815382 KITCHEN UNIFORMS

$245.14

CLEAR RIVER BEVERAGE CO.
Beer For Resale
Total

$413.00

03/01/21
119446
E 640-47000-253

03/01/21
119447
E 640-48500-415

03/01/21
119448
E 640-47000-253

COZZINI BROS., INC.
Other Equipment Rentals
Total

$413.00

$45.59

4076193141 KITCHEN SUPPLIES

567872

BEER

C9054086

KNIFE EXCHANGE

$45.59

DAHLHEIMER DISTRIBUTING CO.
Beer For Resale
$1,039.00

1351921

BEER

Beer For Resale
Beer For Resale

$128.00
$1,223.45

1353208
1354883

BEER
BEER

E 640-48000-253

Beer For Resale

$562.00

1356036

BEER

E 640-48000-253

Beer For Resale
Total

($30.00) 550-00032

E 640-48000-253
E 640-47000-253

BEER

$2,922.45

03/01/21
119449
E 640-48000-404

FOREMOST BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC.
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
$37.50
Total
$37.50

84649

BAR REGISTER SUPPORT

03/01/21
119450
E 640-47000-253

HEADFLYER BREWING
Beer For Resale
Total

2616

BEER

$314.00

HIGH FIVE LLC
Personnel Expense
Total

10624

STORE UNIFORM SHIRTS

$146.66

HOHENSTEINS INC.
Beer For Resale
Total

388326

BEER RESALE

$842.00

JJ TAYLOR DISTRIBUTING OF MN_
Beer For Resale
$355.10
Beer For Resale
$2,827.05

3155552
3156702

BEER
BEER

E 640-47000-253

Beer For Resale

3156734

BEER

E 640-48000-253
E 640-48000-253

Beer For Resale
Beer For Resale

$449.40 3167821
($17.60) 3172399

BEER
BEER

03/01/21
119451
E 640-47000-306

03/01/21
119452
E 640-47000-253

03/01/21
119453
E 640-48000-253
E 640-47000-253

$314.00

$146.66

$842.00

$1,993.60
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount
Total

03/01/21
119454
E 640-47000-251

JOHNSON BROS.-ST.PAUL
Liquor For Resale

Invoice

Comment

$5,607.55

$349.51

13446-1

LIQUOR

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-259

Liquor For Resale
Freight

$1,087.62
$15.12

1735607
1735607

LIQUOR
FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$5,149.62

1735608

WINE

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$86.94

1735608

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-259

Liquor For Resale
Freight

$384.00
$2.72

1736525
1736525

LIQUOR
FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$1,804.25

1737589

WINE

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

Freight
Liquor For Resale

$30.24
$2,997.37

1737589
1738750

FREIGHT
LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-254

($233.16) 136185

WINE

$25.30

1738750

FREIGHT

$2,139.12

1738751

WINE

Freight
Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

$36.09
$248.50

1738751
1739683

FREIGHT
MIX

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$546.60

1740039

WINE

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

Freight
Liquor For Resale

$6.30
$401.50

1740039
1741699

FREIGHT
LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$3.78

1741699

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$1,976.00

1741700

WINE

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

Freight
Liquor For Resale

$23.94
$1,360.89

1741700
1743653

FREIGHT
LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

Wine For Resale
Freight
Total

03/01/21
119455
E 640-48500-255

03/01/21
119456
E 640-47000-252

FOOD

$588.00

33538

WINE RESALE

$7.50

33538

FREIGHT

$336.00
$4.50

33693
33693

WINE RESALE
FREIGHT

35235

BEER

315887

CIGARETTES

Wine For Resale
Freight
Total

03/01/21

000539896

$18,592.69

LIBATION PROJECT
Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

119459

FREIGHT
WINE
FREIGHT

$148.35

Freight

03/01/21
119458
E 640-47000-256

1743653
1743654
1743654

KARLSBURGER FOODS, INC.
FOODIngredients For Res
Total

E 640-47000-259

03/01/21
119457
E 640-47000-253

$11.77
$136.15
$2.52

LUPULIN BREWING
Beer For Resale
Total
M.AMUNDSON LLP
MISC.MDSE.RESALE
Total

$148.35

$936.00

$139.00
$139.00

$2,897.54
$2,897.54

MAIN STREET BAKERY
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res

$168.80

397035

FOOD RESALE

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res
Total

$127.50

397348

FOOD RESALE

543600
543600

WINE
FREIGHT

6256

BEER

03/01/21
119460
E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

03/01/21
119461
E 640-47000-253

03/01/21
119462
E 640-47000-253
E 640-48000-253

Invoice

Comment

$296.30

MAVERICK WINE CO.
Wine For Resale
Freight
Total

$424.50

MEGA BEER LLC
Beer For Resale
Total

$325.00

MODIST BREWING CO. LLC
Beer For Resale

$194.25

19550

BEER

$165.00

19845

BEER

$420.00
$4.50

$325.00

Beer For Resale
Total

$359.25

NEW FRANCE WINE COMPANY
Wine For Resale

$972.00

170299

WINE RESALE

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-252

Freight
Wine For Resale

$12.00
$602.67

170299
170554

FREIGHT
WINE RESALE

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$8.00

170554

FREIGHT

$98.01

117738

LIQUOR

$1,464.50
$12.50

117738
117738

WINE RESALE
FREIGHT

25901855

MISC.BEV

03/01/21
119463
E 640-47000-252

Total
03/01/21
119464
E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

03/01/21
119465
E 640-47000-254

03/01/21
119466
E 640-47000-252

PAUSTIS & SONS
Liquor For Resale
Wine For Resale
Freight
Total

$1,594.67

$1,575.01

PEPSI COLA
Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal
Total

$164.05

PHILLIPS WINES & SPIRITS
Wine For Resale

$560.00

6156383

WINE RESALE

$2.52

6156383

FREIGHT

$738.95
$6.30

6157192
6157192

LIQUOR
FREIGHT

$164.05

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-259

Liquor For Resale
Freight

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$1,529.25

6157193

WINE RESALE

E 640-47000-254

Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

$163.50

6157193

MIX

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

Freight
Liquor For Resale

$30.24
$173.25

6157193
6158159

FREIGHT
LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$3.78

6158159

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

Wine For Resale
Freight

$667.09
$7.66

6160176
6160176

WINE RESALE
FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$455.75

6160177

WINE

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$6.30

6160177

FREIGHT

Total

$4,344.59
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

03/01/21
119467
E 640-47000-253

PRYES BREWING COMPANY LLC
Beer For Resale
$142.00
Total
$142.00

03/01/21
119468
E 640-48500-255
E 640-48500-210

REINHART FOODSERVICE
FOODIngredients For Res
Operating Supplies (GEN

$2,940.09
$141.34

Invoice

Comment

W-18652

BEER

506639
506639

FOOD
KITCHEN SUPPLIES

E 640-48000-254

Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

$49.83

506639

MISC.BEV.

E 640-48000-251

Liquor For Resale

$60.77

506639

LIQUOR

E 640-48500-255
E 640-48500-210

FOODIngredients For Res
Operating Supplies (GEN

$1,099.47
$40.46

508251
508251

FOOD
KITCHEN SUPPLIES

$70.44

508251

LIQUOR

$1,621.49
$209.66

510648
510648

FOOD
KITCHEN SUPPLIES

E 640-48000-251

Liquor For Resale

E 640-48500-255
E 640-48500-210

FOODIngredients For Res
Operating Supplies (GEN

E 640-48000-254

Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res

E 640-48500-210
E 640-48000-254

Operating Supplies (GEN
Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

E 640-48000-251

Liquor For Resale

E 640-48500-255
E 640-48500-210

FOODIngredients For Res
Operating Supplies (GEN

E 640-48000-251

Liquor For Resale

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res

E 640-48500-210
E 640-48000-254

Operating Supplies (GEN
Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal

E 640-48000-251

Liquor For Resale
Total

03/01/21
119469
E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

RUE 38
Wine For Resale
Freight
Total

03/01/21
119470
E 640-47000-254

03/01/21
119471
E 640-47000-252

SHAMROCK GROUP
Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal
Total
SMALL LOT MN
Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259

Freight

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259

Freight
Total

03/01/21
119472
E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-259

SOUTHERN GLAZER`S
Liquor For Resale
Freight

E 640-47000-251

Liquor For Resale

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-252

Freight
Wine For Resale

$50.40

510648

MISC.BEV.

$2,468.65

515772

FOOD

$225.31
$147.65

515772
515772

KITCHEN SUPPLIES
MISC.BEV.

$63.38

515772

LIQUOR

$2,172.64
$119.50

517920
517920

FOOD
KITCHEN SUPPLIES

$20.54

517920

LIQUOR

$2,551.55

520331

FOOD

$410.06
$228.26

520331
520331

KITCHEN SUPPLIES
MISC.BEV.

$33.47

520331

LIQUOR

$176.00

9980

WINE

$1.50

9980

FREIGHT

2592351

ICE

$348.06

MN40608

WINE

$3.00

MN40608

FREIGHT

$480.00

MN40758

WINE

$6.00

MN40758

FREIGHT

$1,634.92
$8.96

2046135
2046135

LIQUOR
FREIGHT

$619.95

2046136

LIQUOR

$2.56
$2,994.16

2046136
2046138

FREIGHT
WINE RESALE

$14,724.96

$177.50

$99.24
$99.24

$837.06
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

Invoice

Comment

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$37.98

2046138

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$2.56

2048615

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-259

Liquor For Resale
Freight

$414.00
$3.84

2048616
2048616

LIQUOR
FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$624.17

2048618

WINE RESALE

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

Freight
Liquor For Resale

$9.49
$2,448.81

2048618
2048620

FREIGHT
LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$16.64

2048620

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-251

Liquor For Resale

$36.00

2048621

LIQUOR

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$1.28

2048621

FREIGHT

0476788

KITCHEN SUPPLIES

602115

BEER LINE SERVICE

9B3511

BAR SUPPLIES

KITCHEN SUPPLIES

Total
03/01/21
119473
E 640-48500-210

$8,855.32

SUNBURST CHEMICALS, INC.
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

$137.47

T.D. ANDERSON INC.
Maint services & Improv
Total

$110.00

TRIMARK
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

$223.99

TRIO SUPPLY COMPANY
Operating Supplies (GEN

$941.92

660582

E 640-48500-210

Operating Supplies (GEN

$162.89

661201

KITCHEN SUPPLIES

E 640-48500-210
E 640-48500-210

Operating Supplies (GEN
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

$1,163.84
$123.02

661942
662176

KITCHEN SUPPLIES
KITCHEN SUPPLIES

1927

BEER

03/01/21
119474
E 640-48000-409

03/01/21
119475
E 640-48000-210

03/01/21
119476
E 640-48500-210

$137.47

$110.00

$223.99

$2,391.67

03/01/21
119477
E 640-47000-253

UNMAPPED BREWING COMPANY
Beer For Resale
$234.00
Total
$234.00

03/01/21
119478
E 640-48500-255

US FOODS
FOODIngredients For Res

$315.03

3312409

FOOD

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res

$360.37

3388444

FOOD

E 640-48000-254
E 640-48000-251

Soft Drinks/Mix For Resal
Liquor For Resale

$278.37
$33.00

3388444
3388444

MISC.BEV.
LIQUOR

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res

$613.66

3518143

FOOD

E 640-48500-255

FOODIngredients For Res
Total

$27.90

3524749

FOOD

566425

KITCHEN SUPPLIES

0273326
0273326

LIQUOR
WINE

03/01/21
119479
E 640-48500-210

03/01/21
119480
E 640-47000-251
E 640-47000-252

$1,628.33

VAN PAPER COMPANY
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

$257.75

VINOCOPIA
Liquor For Resale
Wine For Resale

$33.83
$220.00

$257.75
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

Invoice

Comment

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$7.50

0273326

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-251

Liquor For Resale

$175.25

0273610

LIQUOR

E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

Wine For Resale
Freight
Total

$400.00
$10.00

0273610
0273610

WINE
FREIGHT

LIQUOR

03/01/21
119481
E 640-47000-251

WINE COMPANY
Liquor For Resale

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259
E 640-47000-251

Freight
Liquor For Resale

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-259

Freight
Total

03/01/21
119482
E 640-47000-252
E 640-47000-259

$846.58

$582.33

163685

$1,626.00

163685

WINE RESALE

$14.85
$210.33

163685
164226

FREIGHT
LIQUOR

$1,536.66

164226

WINE RESALE

$13.20

164226

FREIGHT

WINE
FREIGHT

$3,983.37

WINE MERCHANT
Wine For Resale
Freight

$1,960.00
$10.08

7317432
7317432

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

$1,080.00

7318380

WINE

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$6.30

7318380

FREIGHT

E 640-48000-252

Wine For Resale
Total

$397.32

7318557

WINE

03/01/21
119483
E 640-47000-259

$3,453.70

WINEBOW
Freight

$3.00

90074

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-259

Freight

$3.00

90329

FREIGHT

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale

E 640-47000-252

Wine For Resale
Total

$738.00

MN00090074 WINE RESALE

$264.00

MN00090329 WINE RESALE

$1,008.00

03/10/21
119484
E 101-41500-306

ADVANTAGE HEALTH CORPORATION
Personnel Expense
$646.00
Total
$646.00

105706

WELLNESS PROGRAM

03/10/21
119485
E 409-40000-540

AEM WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS LLC
Equipment
$2,200.00
Total
$2,200.00

440261

PAYLOCITY PAYROLL PROCESSING

03/10/21
119486
E 437-40000-404

AIRTECH
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total

40733

LIBRARY REPAIRS

$190.00

AMERICAN PRESSURE
Repair/Maint Supply (GEN
Total

118826

TRUCK PARTS

$11.64

03/10/21
119487
E 101-43100-220

03/10/21
119488
E 101-42100-323

$190.00

$11.64

AT&T - FIRSTNET
Radio Units

$974.37

E 101-42200-323

Radio Units

$319.18

28729411044 FD SERVICE

E 101-41940-321

Telephone

$389.12

28729845852 PW SERVICE

28728490496 PD SERVICE
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount
Total

Invoice

Comment

$1,682.67

03/10/21
119489
E 101-42100-309

ATLAS BUSINESS SOLUTIONS, INC.
Contractual Services
$600.00
Total
$600.00

INV277353

PD SERVICE

03/10/21
119490
E 437-40000-404

AVI SYSTEMS, INC.
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total

88722406

COMM.RM EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

SI-1717164

PD - TASERS

00161419

POS SUPPORT

817521

FD SUPPLIES

03/10/21
119491
E 409-42100-540

03/10/21
119492
E 101-41500-433

03/10/21
119493
E 101-42200-499

03/10/21
119494
E 101-41500-304

$334.95
$334.95

AXON ENTERPRISES, INC
Equipment
Total

$3,432.00

BANYON DATA SYSTEMS
Dues, Licensing & Semina
Total

$485.00

BERRY COFFEE COMPANY
Miscellaneous
Total

$103.55

$3,432.00

$485.00

$103.55

BEST & FLANAGAN
Legal Fees

$1,755.00

539826

PLANNING COMM. MTGS

E 101-41500-304
E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees
Legal Fees

$2,047.50
$243.75

539826
539826

CITY COUNCIL
ORDINANCES

E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees

$146.25

539826

LIQUOR LICENSES

E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees

$48.75

539826

CHARTER

E 101-41500-304
G 802-20859

Legal Fees
700 LAKE - STIELDOW

$187.50
$2,193.75

539826
539826

RICE STREET BROWNSTONES
700 LAKE COV ESCROW PROJECT

E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees

$536.25

539826

CITY CONTRACTS

E 101-41500-304
E 233-40000-304

Legal Fees
Legal Fees

$187.50
$4,143.75

539826
539826

GARRISON LANDING OPEN SPACE AGREEMENT
PANOWAY

E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees

$390.00

539826

DATA PRACTICES

G 802-20863

326 BROADWAY-ENCRO

$443.75

539826

326 ENCROACHMENT ESCROW PROJECT

E 101-41500-304
E 305-40000-304

Legal Fees
Legal Fees

$292.50
$508.40

539826
539826

15610 HOLDRIDGE
TIF#6

$165.75

539826

VENTANA - TIF#6

$4,078.75
$97.50

539826
539826

235 LAKE ESCROW PROJECT
BOARDWALK
HR ISSUES

E 305-40000-304

Legal Fees

G 802-20374
E 101-41500-304

235 LAKE ST. - HUGHES
Legal Fees

E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees

$146.25

539826

G 802-20322

PRES.HOMES

$341.25

539826

801 LAKE PRES.HOMES ESCROW

G 802-20876
G 802-20877

200 Lake - TCF Lake Wes
144 EDGEWOOD-STEIN

$98.75
$98.75

539826
539826

200 LAKE TCF ESCROW
144 EDGEWOOD ESCROW

E 101-41500-304

Legal Fees

$341.25

539826

PD PARKING LOT FENCE

G 802-20880
E 101-41500-304

555 BUSHAWAY - LAKE
Legal Fees

$341.25
$2,096.25

539826
539826

555 BUSHAWAY ESCROW
TRAPPERS CABIN

G 802-20884

314 & 322 BROADWAY -

$1,706.25

539826

314 BROADWAY ESCROW

G 802-20882

BARRY AVENUE CONDO
Total

$1,462.50

539826

BARRY AVE CONDOS

$24,099.15
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*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

03/10/21
119495
G 640-10150

03/10/21
119496
E 101-41940-383
E 610-40000-383

Vendor Name

Amount

CASH - OLD NATIONAL
ATM
Total

$9,000.00

CENTERPOINT ENERGY
Fuel, oil and natural gas
Fuel, oil and natural gas

$3,810.87
$303.92

Invoice

$9,000.00

Comment

ATM FILL

SERVICE
SERVICE

E 640-47000-383

Fuel, oil and natural gas

$397.01

SERVICE

E 640-48000-383

Fuel, oil and natural gas

$1,588.05

SERVICE

E 101-41940-383
E 101-42200-383

Fuel, oil and natural gas
Fuel, oil and natural gas
Total

$213.89
$1,278.27

SERVICE
SERVICE

03/10/21
119497
E 630-40000-499
E 630-40000-499

$7,592.01

CINTAS CORPORATION
Miscellaneous

$70.06

4076714330 MV MATS

Miscellaneous

$62.97

4077992216 MV MATS

Total

$133.03

03/10/21
119498
E 408-40000-540

CONVERGINT TECHNOLOGIES
Equipment
$20,592.50
Total
$20,592.50

00003368

SECURITY SYSTEM

03/10/21
119499
E 101-41940-499

CULLIGAN-BOTTLED WATER
Miscellaneous
Total

2583257

SUPPLIES

141292

PD UNIFORMS

03/10/21
119500
E 101-42100-217

03/10/21
119501
E 101-42100-404

03/10/21
119502
G 802-20327
E 404-40000-309
E 430-40000-309

03/10/21
119503
E 101-43100-226
E 101-43100-226
E 101-43100-220

03/10/21
119504
E 430-40000-309
E 404-40000-309

DAVIS & STANTON
Uniforms
Total
DEPUTY REGISTRAR 126
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total

$94.88
$94.88

$100.00
$100.00

$22.25

PD UNMARKED SQUAD TABS

$22.25

ECM PUBLISHERS, INC.
522/530 HARRINGTON Contractual Services

$83.30
$178.50

820880
821948

HARRINGTON RD ESCROW PROJECT
SIDEWALK BID

Contractual Services
Total

$160.65

821949

STREET BID

$422.45

FASTENAL
Sign Repair Materials

$27.21

MNPLY1277 PARTS

$13.84
$11.88

MNPLY1277 PARTS
MNPLY1279 PARTS

Sign Repair Materials
Repair/Maint Supply (GEN
Total
FINANCE AND COMMERCE
Contractual Services
Contractual Services
Total

$52.93

$178.38

744986783

STREET OVERLAY BID

$195.34

744986784

SIDEWALK BID

$373.72
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

03/10/21
119505
E 101-42200-217

FIRE EQUIPMENT SPECIALTIES, IN
Uniforms
$183.95
Total
$183.95

03/10/21
119506
E 101-43100-226
E 101-43100-226

GARELICK STEEL CO.
Sign Repair Materials
Sign Repair Materials

E 101-49200-496

Contigencies
Total

03/10/21
119507
E 101-43100-404

03/10/21
119508
E 101-43100-220
E 101-49200-496
E 101-45200-210

03/10/21
119509
E 610-40000-313
E 620-40000-313

03/10/21
119510
E 101-43100-240

03/10/21
119511
E 101-42100-210

03/10/21
119512
G 101-21721
G 101-21721
E 630-40000-540

GONSIOR, ROSE
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total
GOPHER ACE TRU VALUE
Repair/Maint Supply (GEN

FD UNIFORM

$232.10
$704.89

480202
480381

SIGNS
SIGNS

$72.75

480864

CURLING COURT

2102

PARTS

$1,009.74

$450.00
$450.00

$10.56

5282

SUPPLIES

$54.95
$2.28

5329
5354

CURLING COURT
SUPPLIES

$27.00

1020829

MONTHLY LOCATES

$27.00

1020829

MONTHLY LOCATES

$67.79

GOPHER STATE ONE CALL
Permit Fees/Gopher State

$54.00

GRAINGER, INC.
Small Tools and Minor Eq
Total

$20.09

HAAPOJA, BRANDON
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

$228.61

HEIDER, NICK
Flex Plan

$340.00

FEB. FLEX

Flex Plan
Equipment

$340.00
$132.60

MAR.FLEX
EQUIPMENT

Total
03/10/21
119513
E 101-42120-308

Comment

10747

Contigencies
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

Permit Fees/Gopher State
Total

Invoice

$20.09

$228.61

9811091934 TOOLS

PD SUPPLIES

$812.60

HENN.CNTY.ACCTG.SERVICES
Prisoner Care
Total

$225.00

HENN.CNTY.INFO.TECH.DEPT.
Radio Units

$1,353.76

E 409-42100-540

Equipment

$1,086.65

E 101-43100-323
E 101-45200-323

Radio Units
Radio Units

$270.05
$270.05

1000162705 RADIO LEASE
1000162705 RADIO LEASE

E 610-40000-323

Radio Units

$122.75

1000162705 RADIO LEASE

E 620-40000-323
E 409-40000-540

Radio Units
Equipment

$122.75
$786.89

1000162705 RADIO LEASE
1000162705 PW RADIOS

03/10/21
119514
E 101-42100-323

$225.00

1000162462 PRISONER PROCESSING

1000162649 PD RADIO LEASE
1000162649 PD RADIOS
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CITY OF WAYZATA

*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

E 101-42200-323

Vendor Name

Amount

Radio Units

$1,996.22
Total

Invoice

Comment

1000162713 FD RADIO LEASE

$6,009.12

03/10/21
119515
G 650-20818

HENNEPIN COUNTY TREASURER
Garbage Tax - Cnty 15.5
$2,808.19
Total
$2,808.19

FEB2021

COUNTY REFUSE TAX - FEB.2021

03/10/21
119516
E 101-45200-210

HIRSHFIELD'S
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

33227607

SUPPLIES

$85.38

IDENTISYS
Operating Supplies (GEN
Total

513956

FD SUPPLIES

$114.83

JIMMY`S JOHNNYS
Other Equipment Rentals
Total

178481

PARKS SERVICE

$230.00

KIESER, NICK
Dues, Licensing & Semina
Total

$375.00

LAKE, CLIFF AND SUSAN
W/S/Storm Sales
Total

$134.89

03/10/21
119517
E 101-42200-210

03/10/21
119518
E 101-45200-415

03/10/21
119519
E 101-41910-433

03/10/21
119520
R 610-00000-37110

03/10/21
119521
E 101-49200-361
E 610-40000-361

$85.38

$114.83

$230.00

$375.00

$134.89

AICP FEE

REFUND

OVER PAYMENT ON FNL

LEAGUE OF MN CITIES INS.TRUST
General Liability Ins
$159,292.00
General Liability Ins
$8,500.00

40004117-20 GEN.LIAB.INS
40004117-20 GEN.LIAB.INS

E 620-40000-361

General Liability Ins

$8,500.00

40004117-20 GEN.LIAB.INS

E 630-40000-361

General Liability Ins
Total

$1,000.00

40004117-20 GEN.LIAB.INS

03/10/21
119522
E 101-43100-409

03/10/21
119523
E 101-41500-311
E 409-40000-540

LITTLE FALLS MACHINE, INC.
Maint services & Improv
Total

$177,292.00

$610.37

361018

REPAIRS

3662076
CW115502

NETWORK SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT

$610.37

LOFFLER COMPANIES, INC.
Data Processing
Equipment
Total

$5,111.25

MANSFIELD OIL COMPANY
Motor Fuels

$1,184.56

22227887

FUEL

E 101-49200-212

Motor Fuels

$1,835.74

22227892

FUEL

E 101-49200-212

Motor Fuels

$620.53

22227904

FUEL

2021-02

RANGE RENTAL

03/10/21
119524
E 101-49200-212

Total
03/10/21
119525
E 101-42100-434

MAPLE GROVE, CITY OF
Training and schools

$4,905.00
$206.25

$3,640.83

$1,950.00
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*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount
Total

03/10/21
119526
E 630-40000-404
E 101-41500-404

03/10/21
119527
E 101-45200-409
E 101-45200-409

03/10/21
119528
E 101-42100-331

03/10/21
119529
E 101-41940-321
E 101-41940-321
E 610-49100-499

MARCO
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq

03/10/21
119531
E 610-40000-310
E 610-40000-310
E 610-40000-310

Comment

$1,950.00

($75.12) 435870969
$614.38

M-B COMPANIES, INC.
Maint services & Improv

$321.47

253888

MAINT.PARTS

$320.87

254222

MAINT.PARTS

Maint services & Improv
Total
MCCARTHY, TIMOTHY
Mileage & Expense Accou
Total
MEDIACOM
Telephone
Telephone
Miscellaneous

METRO ELEVATOR, INC.
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total
METROPOLITAN COUNCIL
Plan Review
Plan Review
Plan Review
Total

$689.50

MV COPIER MAINT

Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total

Total
03/10/21
119530
E 101-41940-404

Invoice

INV8473651 CITY HALL COPIER MAINT

$642.34

$16.35

MILEAGE

$16.35

$406.90
$49.46

SERVICE
SERVICE

$1,620.00

SERVICE

$2,076.36

$320.00

73321

MARCH MAINT.

$320.00

$74.42

0001120776 WATER PLANT PERMITS

$88.23
$210.07

0001120881 WATER PLANT PERMITS
0001120882 WATER PLANT PERMITS

$372.72

03/10/21
119532
E 101-42100-434

MINNESOTA CIT OFFICERS ASSOC.
Training and schools
$525.00
Total
$525.00

7016

PD TRAINGING

03/10/21
119533
E 101-42200-434

MN FIRE SERVICE CERTIFICATION
Training and schools
$240.00
Total
$240.00

8484

CERTIFICATION EXAM

03/10/21
119534
G 101-21715

MN NCPERS LIFE INSURANCE
PERA Term Life
Total

83080003202 LIFE INS.

03/10/21
119535
E 101-42100-404
E 101-42100-404

03/10/21
119536
E 101-42200-434

MORRIE'S MINNETONKA FORD
Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq

$32.00
$32.00

$95.68

Repairs/Maint - Machin/Eq
Total

$421.48
$517.16

NORTH MEMORIAL
Training and schools

$700.00

577011

PARTS/REPAIRS

F6CS972118 PARTS/REPAIRS

8885034-02- TRAINING
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*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount
Total

03/10/21
119537
E 101-45200-240

03/10/21
119538
E 101-41500-200

03/10/21
119539
E 409-40000-499

$62.35

OFFICE DEPOT
Office Supplies (GENERA
Total

$77.98

03/10/21
119540
E 101-42100-217
E 101-42100-331

03/10/21
119541
E 101-43100-220

03/10/21
119542
E 640-47000-321
E 640-48000-321

$62.35

$77.98

$2,734.00
Total

PETERSON, TODD
Uniforms

TOOLS

15365058500 SUPPLIES

4776

$105.78

Mileage & Expense Accou
Total

$114.53

PIRTEK
Repair/Maint Supply (GEN
Total

$3.84

LASERFICHE LICENSES

PD UNIFORMS - BOOTS

$8.75

$3.84

$100.00
$100.00

E 101-41940-321

Telephone

E 610-40000-323

Radio Units

E 620-40000-323
E 101-42100-309

Radio Units
Contractual Services
Total
RANDY'S SANITATION
Refuse/Garbage

166474

$2,734.00

POPP TELECOM
Telephone
Telephone

03/10/21
119543
E 650-47500-384

Comment

$700.00

NORTHERN TOOL & EQUIPMENT
Small Tools and Minor Eq
Total

OPG-3, INC.
Miscellaneous

Invoice

TRAINING MEAL

PL-T0000543 PARTS

FEB2021
FEB2021

SERVICE
SERVICE

$351.90

FEB2021

SERVICE

$92.25

FEB2021

SERVICE

$34.60
$33.16

FEB2021
FEB2021

SERVICE
SERVICE

$711.91

$9,391.70

FEB2021

LABOR

E 650-47500-384

Refuse/Garbage

$46.15

FEB2021

STICKERS

E 650-47500-384
E 650-47500-384

Refuse/Garbage
Refuse/Garbage

$1,455.00
$1,106.00

FEB2021
FEB2021

KARTS
DRIVEUP

E 650-47500-386

Other Utilities

$4,211.55

FEB2021

DISPOSAL

E 101-41940-386
E 650-47600-309

Other Utilities
Contractual Services

$776.92
$4,092.20

FEB2021
FEB2021

CH/PW
RECYCLING

E 650-47800-384

Refuse/Garbage

$6,824.65

FEB2021

ORGANICS

E 650-47800-386

Other Utilities

$78.21

FEB2021

ORGANICS DISPOSAL

E 640-47000-384
E 640-48000-384

Refuse/Garbage
Refuse/Garbage
Total

$150.00
$765.24

FEB2021
FEB2021

STORE
BAR

03/10/21
119544
G 101-21721

119545

03/10/21

SCHRUPP, WYATT
Flex Plan
Total

$28,897.62

$453.90

FEB.2021 FLEX

$453.90

SCHUMANN, JEN
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Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

E 101-43300-499

Vendor Name

Amount

Miscellaneous

$199.98
Total

03/10/21
119546
E 101-42100-306

03/10/21
119547
E 640-49100-520

03/10/21
119548
E 101-42100-217

Invoice

SORENSEN CONSULTING
Personnel Expense
Total
STAR EQUIPMENT
Buildings and Structures
Total

Comment
SAFETY BOOTS

$199.98

$450.00

WPD.1.21

PD PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING

781631

MUNI ENTRY

$450.00

$20,200.00
$20,200.00

STREICHER'S
Uniforms

($21.99) CM288359

PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217
E 101-42100-217

Uniforms
Uniforms

$49.98
$109.99

I1480217
I1480218

PD UNIFORMS
PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217

Uniforms

$23.98

I1483883

PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217
E 101-42100-217

Uniforms
Uniforms

$6.99
$44.99

I1484447
I1484655

PD UNIFORM
PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217

Uniforms

$21.99

I1486165

PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217

Uniforms

$134.99

I1486352

PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-540
E 101-42100-217

Equipment
Uniforms

$296.99
$318.98

I1486742
I1486743

PD EQUIPMENT
PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217

Uniforms

$109.98

I1486750

PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217
E 101-42100-217

Uniforms
Uniforms

$179.99
$69.98

I1486781
I1486946

PD UNIFORM
PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-240

Small Tools and Minor Eq

$179.99

I1487984

PD TOOLS

E 101-42100-217

Uniforms

$18.98

I1488036

PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-217
E 101-42100-217

Uniforms
Uniforms

$120.96
$200.98

I1488037
I1488039

PD UNIFORM
PD UNIFORM

E 101-42100-210

Operating Supplies (GEN

$705.08

I1488091

PD SUPPLIES

E 101-42100-210
E 101-42100-217

Operating Supplies (GEN
Uniforms
Total

$119.96
$18.87

I1488130
I1488301

PD SUPPLIES
PD UNIFORM

M26272

MTG.MINUTES

03/10/21
119549
E 101-41100-302

TIME SAVER
Consultants

$2,711.66

$544.00
Total

$544.00

03/10/21
119550
E 101-42100-309

TRANSUNION RISK AND ALTERNATIV
Contractual Services
$100.00
Total
$100.00

5591851-202 PD SERVICE

03/10/21
119551
E 610-40000-309

TRI-CITY / CITY OF BLOOMINGTON
Contractual Services
$63.00
Total
$63.00

2100042

WATER ANALYSIS

03/10/21
119552
E 101-41940-401

TWIN CITY GARAGE DOOR CO.
Repairs/Maint Buildings
Total

Z168599

PW REPAIRS

119553

03/10/21

$526.00
$526.00

UPS STORE
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*Check Detail Register©
Batch: 022521PAY,030921PAY

Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

Invoice

Comment

E 101-43100-210

Operating Supplies (GEN

$14.83

0990-004

POSTAGE

E 101-41500-350

Printing & Publishing

$51.30

2025

POSTERS

E 101-41100-499

Miscellaneous

$35.16

2712

POSTERS

Total

$101.29

03/10/21
119554
E 408-40000-302

VAN METER WILLIAMS POLLACK, LL
Consultants
$12,729.45
Total
$12,729.45

2030-202101 ZONING STUDY

03/10/21
119555
E 101-42100-323

VERIZON WIRELESS
Radio Units
Total

9873191284 PD SERVICE

$200.05
$200.05

03/10/21
119556
E 101-42200-210

VICKERS CONSULTING SERVICES
Operating Supplies (GEN
$900.00
Total
$900.00

03/10/21
119557
E 101-42100-331

VOGEL, JOSHUA
Mileage & Expense Accou
Total

$11.05

VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS'
Personnel Expense
Total

$14.00

03/10/21
119558
E 101-42200-306

$11.05

$14.00

03/10/21
119559
E 101-49200-496

WAYZATA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Contigencies
$7,300.00
Total
$7,300.00

03/10/21
119560
G 802-20883

WSB & ASSOCIATES
15419/15429 WAYZ.BLV

G 802-20882
E 408-40000-302

BARRY AVENUE CONDO
Consultants

E 670-40000-302

Consultants

03/10/21
119561
E 101-45203-381

$358.00
$4,538.50
$2,214.00
$209.50

Total

026148

FD SERVICES

TRAINING LUNCH

KENNEY

NEW MEMBER

1015581

LIGHT UP THE LAKE

R-016906-00 CANTISSIMO ESCROW PROJECT
R-016906-00 BARRY AVE CONDOS ESCROW PROJECT
R-016906-00 ZONING STUDY
R-017152-00 HOLLYBROOK POND

$7,320.00

XCEL ENERGY
Electric Utilities

$5,379.72

SERVICE

E 101-41940-381

Electric Utilities

$5,869.51

SERVICE

E 101-42200-381
E 610-40000-381

Electric Utilities
Electric Utilities

$627.34
$4,565.77

SERVICE
SERVICE

E 640-47000-381

Electric Utilities

$1,300.63

SERVICE

E 640-48000-381
E 620-40000-381

Electric Utilities
Electric Utilities

$3,034.80
$603.22

SERVICE
SERVICE

E 101-41940-381

Electric Utilities

$42.66

SERVICE

Total
10100 Old National

$21,423.65
$493,410.82
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Check #

Check Date

Vendor Name

Amount

Invoice

Comment

Fund Summary
10100 Old National
101 GENERAL FUND
233 LAKFRONT IMPROVE
305 DOWNTOWN TIF DISTRICT 6

$226,567.42
$4,143.75
$674.15

404 PARK AND TRAIL CIP
408 GENERAL CIP

$373.84
$35,535.95

409 EQUIP REVOLVING

$10,445.79

430 STREET CIP
437 LIBRARY/COMM.ROOM CIP
610 WATER FUND
620 SEWER FUND
630 MOTOR VEHICLE
640 LIQUOR

$339.03
$524.95
$15,802.30
$9,287.57
$1,190.51
$142,557.61

650 SOLID WASTE

$30,013.65

670 STORMWATER
802 ESCROW PROJECTS

$209.50
$15,744.80
$493,410.82
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City of Wayzata
City Council Agenda Report

MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.c
TITLE: Approval of Municipal Licenses
PROPOSED MOTION: To Approve the Municipal Licenses as Attached
PREPARED BY: Kathy Leervig, City Clerk
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends approval of Municipal Licenses.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
N/A
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
LIST OF MUNICIPAL LICENSES FOR CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL
2.
Tobacco License Application
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3/16/2021
LIST OF MUNICIPAL LICENSES FOR CITY COUNCIL APPROVAL
Recommended for approval, pending staff review for completeness of application materials
2021 Tobacco License
On Duty LLC (dba Wayzata Smoke Shop), 1310 Wayzata Blvd E, Unit D

Wayzata, MN

WERE APPROVED ADMINISTRATIVELY

Air Conditioning Associates, Inc.
Sayler Heating & Air Conditioning, Inc.
Tim's Quality Plumbing, Inc. dba A Aart's Quality Plumbing

Precision Landscape & Tree, Inc.

2021 Gas Fitters License
St. Paul, MN
St. Louis Park, MN
Osseo, MN

2021 Tree Removal & Treatment License
Little Canada, MN

2021 Special Event Food Stand License for the Wayzata Community Connects on 3/5/2021
Wayzata Community Church
Wayzata, MN
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MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.d
TITLE: Receipt of Police Activity Report
PROPOSED MOTION: N/A
PREPARED BY: Heather McKown, Police Records Supervisor
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager, Mike Risvold, Police Chief
ACTION REQUESTED:
The attached February 2021 Police Activity Report is for informational purposes only.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
N/A
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Police Activity Report February 2021
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WAYZATA POLICE DEPARTMENT
ACTIVITY REPORT – FEBRUARY 2021
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Warrant
Reported: 02-26-2021 0354
32 year old female from Rockford arrested on an outstanding warrant. Transported to jail.
Addresses Involved
2300 block of Daniels St, Long Lake, MN 55391
Names Involved
(Arrested)Lawrence, Veronica Anne (Age: 32)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DWI
Reported: 02-25-2021 2053
55 year old male from Victoria arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. Tested .14
Addresses Involved
300 block of Lake St W, Wayzata, MN 55391
Names Involved
(Arrested)Copeland, Richard Keith (Age: 55)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Warrant
Reported: 02-25-2021 0023
36 year old female from Brooklyn Park arrested on an outstanding warrant. Released with a new court
date.
Addresses Involved
Wayzata Blvd W & Brown Rd N, Long Lake, MN 55356
Names Involved
(Arrested)Schellenberg, Michelle Lea (Age: 36)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Theft
Report of a theft. Loss $675.
Addresses Involved
100 block of Wayzata Blvd E, Wayzata, MN 55391

Reported: 02-23-2021 1507

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Damage to Property - Criminal
Report of damage to property. Loss over $1,000.
Addresses Involved
100 block of Circle A Dr, Wayzata, MN 55391

Reported: 02-20-2021 1100

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Theft
Report of a theft. Loss $56.36
Addresses Involved
1300 block of Wayzata Blvd E, Wayzata, MN 55391

Reported: 02-19-2021 0934

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DWI
Reported: 02-14-2021 2136
31 year old female from Bloomington arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. Tested .19
Addresses Involved
Hwy 12 & Bushaway Rd, Wayzata, MN 55391
Names Involved
(Arrested)Siphaengphet, Ketmany (Age: 31)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DWI
Reported: 02-10-2021 1617
24 year old female from Dassel arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. Tested .20
Addresses Involved
Hwy 12 & Central Ave N, Wayzata, MN 55391
Names Involved
(Arrested)Haakana, Callie Ann (Age: 24)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DWI
Reported: 02-06-2021 2245
34 year old male from Buffalo arrested for driving under the influence of alcohol. Tested .17
Addresses Involved
1400 block of Wayzata Blvd E, Wayzata, MN 55391
Names Involved
(Arrested)Geyen, Brent Charles (Age: 34)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRAFFIC – FEBRUARY, 2021
CITATIONS
WRITTEN WARNINGS
VERBAL WARNINGS

69
6
25

Description

Feb 2021

MISSING ANIMAL

1

MISSING/LOST PROPERTY

1

FOUND ANIMAL

1

FOUND PROPERTY

6

PIMV

3

PDMV

13

H & R PDMV

3

Other Fire/Smoke

2

FIRE ALARM

6

GAS LEAK/SMELL

3

HAZ ROAD CONDITION

2

RR Crossing Hazard

1

OTHER MEDICAL

29

Medical Alarm

4

WELFARE CHECK - ADULT

8

MENTAL HEALTH ISSUE

3

INFO REC'D

10

VERBAL DOMESTIC

1

CIVIL MATTER

3

DISTURBANCE/FIGHT/LOUD PARTY/HARASSMENT

6

SUSPICION

14

OPEN DOOR/WINDOW

2
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MISC. JUVENILE PROBLEM

1

DRIVING/TRAFFIC COMPLAINT

16

PARKING COMPL

6

HOUSE/BUSINESS CHECKS

61

RECORD CHECKS

2

FIREARM PERMIT

4

HC SHERIFFS PERMIT TO CARRY

14

PARKING PERMIT

1

BURNING VIOLATION

1

ANIMAL COMPLAINT/CHECK

8

DOG LICENSE ISSUED

2

ADULT PROTECTION ASSIST

2

FINGERPRINTS

1

MOTORIST ASSIST/STALL

18

UTILITY PROBLEM

1

PUBLIC ASSIST

28

LOCKOUT

4

BUSINESS ALARM

18

HOME ALARM

8

911 HANG-UP

4

ASSIST OTHER DEPT

11

WARRANT/ATTEMPT/ARREST

2

TRAFFIC CONTROL / DIRECT ENFORCEMENT

9

TRANSPORT

1

TERR THREATS-CAUSES TERR-NO WEAPON-ADULT STR

1

TRAF ACCIDENT-MS-FAIL STOP-DRVR CAUSED

1

TRAF-AC-GM-2ND DEG DWI-UI ALCOHOL-MV

2

TRAF-AC-GM-2ND DEG DWI-UI ALCOHOL-MV

1

TRAF-AC-GM-2ND DEG DWI-10 OR MORE WIN 2 HRS-MV

1

TRAF-AC-GM-2ND DEG DWI-10 OR MORE WIN 2 HRS-MV

1

TRAF-ACC-M-4TH DEG DWI-UI ALCOHOL-MV

1

TRAF-ACC-M-4TH DEG DWI-10 OR MORE WIN 2 HRS-MV

1

LIQUOR - MISREPRESENTING AGE-MINOR

1

PROP DAM-FE-PRPDMG-PRIV-REDUCE VAL OVER 1000

1

THEFT-MORE 35000-FE-BUSINESS FNDS-MONEY

1

THEFT-501-1000 DLRS GM-VEHICLE-OTHER

1

THEFT-500 OR LESS MS-BLDG-OTH PROP

1

THEFT-500 OR LESS MS-SELF SERVE GAS-GAS ONLY

1

THEFT-500 OR LESS MS-MTR VEHICLE-OTH PROP

1

THEFT-UNK LVL-IDENTITY THEFT-UNK LOSS

4

THEFT-FE-IDENTITY THEFT-UNK LOSS

1

VEH-UNKNOWN-MS-TAMPER WITH-ENTER-AUTO

1

CRIM AGNST GOVT-MS-OTHER

2
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MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.e
TITLE: Receipt of Building Activity Report
PROPOSED MOTION: N/A
PREPARED BY: Jason Wagner, Building Official
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager, Emily Goellner, Community Development Director
ACTION REQUESTED:
The attached February 2021 Building Report is for informational purposes only.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
N/A
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Building Activity Report
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2021
Jan-21

Feb-21

2021-YTD

BUILDING
NUMBER OF BLDG. PERMITS

9

PROJECT VALUE

11

20

$1,337,913.00

$964,800.00

$2,302,713.00

BUILDING PERMIT FEE

$8,620.50

$8,848.75

$17,469.25

PLAN CHECK FEE

$5,212.19

$4,813.59

$10,025.78

EXTERIOR
NUMBER OF PERMITS

1

PROJECT VALUE
PERMIT FEE

3

$3,895.00
$

103.25

4

$51,483.00
$

898.50

$55,378.00
$

1,001.75

206,482.00

242,992.00 $

449,474.00

3,909.64

4,091.34 $

8,000.98

MECHANICAL
NUMBER OF PERMITS

12

PROJECT VALUE
PERMIT FEE

8

20

PLUMBING
NUMBER OF PERMITS

9

PROJECT VALUE
PERMIT FEE

11

20

$359,103.00

$408,302.49

$767,405.49

$5,958.06

$6,970.25

$12,928.31

TOTAL # OF PERMITS

31

33

64

$23,803.64

$25,622.43

$49,426.07

BUILDING

52

53

105

EXTERIOR

0

0

0

HVAC

33

16

49

PLUMBING

14

16

30

99

85

184

0

0

0

TOTAL INCOME

INSPECTIONS

OTHER
TOTAL # OF INSPECTIONS

RENTAL
INSPECTIONS

2020
Jan-20

Feb-20

2020-YTD

BUILDING
NUMBER OF BLDG. PERMITS

12

PROJECT VALUE

12

24

$742,400.00

$3,405,270.00

$4,147,670.00

BUILDING PERMIT FEE

$6,419.50

$22,306.75

$28,726.25

PLAN CHECK FEE

$3,705.85

$12,028.75

$15,734.60

EXTERIOR
NUMBER OF PERMITS

0

PROJECT VALUE
PERMIT FEE

1

$0.00
$

-

1

$24,063.00
$

413.00

$24,063.00
$

413.00

261,066.25

165,938.00 $

427,004.25

5,061.34

3,334.76 $

8,396.10

MECHANICAL
NUMBER OF PERMITS
PROJECT VALUE
PERMIT FEE

16

14

30

PLUMBING
NUMBER OF PERMITS
PROJECT VALUE
PERMIT FEE
TOTAL # OF PERMITS

16

8

24

$103,299.00

$29,609.00

$132,908.00

$2,099.98

$670.18

$2,770.16

44

35

79

$17,286.67

$38,753.44

$56,040.11

BUILDING

61

61

122

EXTERIOR

2

1

3

HVAC

51

53

104

PLUMBING

28

24

52

142

139

281

0

0

0

TOTAL INCOME

INSPECTIONS

OTHER
TOTAL # OF INSPECTIONS

RENTAL
INSPECTIONS
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MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.f
TITLE: Adoption of Resolution 10-2021 Authorizing Submittal of Application for the Minnesota Department of
Natural Resources Outdoor Recreation Grant Program
PROPOSED MOTION: To Adopt Resolution 10-2021 Authorizing Submittal of Application for Outdoor
Recreation Grant Program and Execution of Associated Grant Agreements
PREPARED BY: Nick Kieser, Assistant Planner
REVIEWED BY: Emily Goellner, Community Development Director, Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends adoption of Resolution 10-2021 Authorizing Submittal of Application for the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources Outdoor Recreation Grant Program.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
This grant would help fund up to $250,000 for the Panoway project.
BACKGROUND:
Staff and the Wayzata Conservancy have been working to find additional sources to help fund the Panoway
project. The DNR Outdoor Recreation Grant would help fund up to $250,000. The application would be
focused on the boardwalk construction and shoreline restoration which is the first priority for the second phase
of Panoway. The grant application deadline is March 31, 2021. Staff has been working with the DNR staff on
the application and plan to send in a draft grant application for review before the March 31, 2021 deadline.
The grant application requires a Resolution of Support that is attached.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Draft Resolution 10-2021 Authorizing Submittal of Grant and Execution of Agreements
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CITY OF W AYZATA

Resolution No. 10-2021

Page 1

DRAFT RESOLUTION NO. 10-2021
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING SUBMITTAL OF APPLICATION FOR OUTDOOR
RECREATION GRANT PROGRAM AND EXECUTION OF ASSOCIATED GRANT
AGREEMENTS
WHEREAS the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources offers the Outdoor
Recreation Grant Program to increase and enhance outdoor recreation facilities in local
and community parks throughout the state; and
WHEREAS the program provides matching grants to local units of government for the
development of internal park trails; and
WHEREAS Panoway on Wayzata Bay is a multi-phase initiative by the City of Wayzata
to restore, protect, enhance, and transform the public shoreline on Lake Minnetonka in
downtown Wayzata; and
WHEREAS the Panoway project includes a boardwalk trail along the shore of Lake
Minnetonka for public use that is eligible for Outdoor Recreation Program Grant funds.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the City of Wayzata act as legal sponsor for the
project contained in the Outdoor Recreation grant application to be submitted on March
31, 2021 and that the Wayzata City Manager is hereby authorized to apply to the
Department of Natural Resources for funding of this project on behalf of the City of
Wayzata.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the applicant has read the Conflict of Interest Policy
contained in the Outdoor Recreation Grant Program Manual and, upon discovery,
certifies it will report to the State any actual, potential, or perceived individual or
organizational conflicts of interest to the application or grant award.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Wayzata has the legal authority to apply
for financial assistance, and it has the financial capability to meet the match requirement
(if any) and ensure adequate construction, operation, maintenance and replacement of
the proposed project for its design life.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Wayzata has not incurred any
development costs and has not entered into a written purchase agreement to acquire
the property described in the Cost Breakdown section on this application.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the City of Wayzata has or will acquire fee title or
permanent easement over the land described in the site plan included in the application.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that, upon approval of its application by the State,
the City of Wayzata may enter into an agreement with the State for the abovereferenced project, and that the City of Wayzata certifies that it will comply with all
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CITY OF W AYZATA

Resolution No. 10-2021

Page 2

applicable laws and regulations as stated in the grant agreement including dedicating
the park property for uses consistent with the funding grant program into perpetuity.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Wayzata City Manager is hereby
authorized to execute such agreements as are necessary to implement the project on
behalf of the applicant.
I CERTIFY THAT the above resolution was adopted by the City Council of the City of
Wayzata on March 16, 2021.
Adopted by the Wayzata City Council this 16th day of March, 2021.

ATTEST:

Mayor Johanna Mouton

City Manager Jeffrey Dahl
ACTION ON THIS RESOLUTION:
Motion for adoption:
Seconded by:
Voted in favor of:
Voted against:
Abstained:
Absent:
Resolution adopted.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by
the City Council of the City of Wayzata, Minnesota, at a duly authorized meeting held on
___________, 2021.
__________________________________
Kathy Leervig, City Clerk
SEAL
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MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.g
TITLE: Adoption of Resolution 09-2021 Approving Interfund Transfers to the Lakefront Fund Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP)
PROPOSED MOTION: To Adopt Resolution 09-2021 Approving Interfund Transfers to the Lakefront CIP
PREPARED BY: Aurora Yager, Administrative Services Director
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommend adoption of Resolution 09-2021.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
Based on the previously established Panoway Funding Plan, staff have prepared a resolution that would
authorize interfund transfers into the Lakefront CIP for a total amount of $1,406,269.16.
BACKGROUND:
The City established a Preliminary Panoway Funding Plan in February of 2020 that included the following
funding sources:
Excess Fund Transfer
Three Rivers Park District
Interfund Loan Repayment for Parking Ramp
TIF #2, #5, and #6 (Current Cash and Bonding)
Transfer from Stormwater Fund
Transfer from Water Fund

$250,000
$1,410,000
$200,000
$4,456,365
$309,320
$25,000

To date the City has approved the excess fund transfers, received the contributions from Three Rivers,
transferred the interfund loan from the general fund, and bonded for some of the TIF dollars.
Staff was waiting to complete the water, stormwater, and additional TIF transfers until the end of the year
when actual construction costs could be reviewed to determine total TIF eligibility in order to make all
remaining transfers at one time. Having completed those reviews, the final 2020 transfers to the Lakefront
Fund can now be completed and are outlined in the attached resolution.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
RES 09-2021 Approving Interfund Transfers to the Lakefront CIP
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CITY OF WAYZATA
RESOLUTION NO. 09-2021
RESOLUTION APPROVING INTERFUND TRANSFERS TO THE LAKEFRONT CIP
WHEREAS, The City of Wayzata has hereby approved interfund transfers to the
Lakefront CIP for certain costs relating to public utilities and other qualifying
improvements in connection to the Panoway on Wayzata Bay project; and
WHEREAS, the adjustments are for activity incurred in 2020 and will posted to the 2020
fiscal year.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Wayzata City Council hereby
approves the following transfers:
Transfer Funds from

Amount

101 Water CIP
670 Stormwater CIP
316 TIF #5 (Cash Pooling)
440 TIF #2 (Cash Pooling)
305 TIF 6 (In District)
Total
Transfer Funds To

$25,000.00
$309,320.00
$1,026,325.04
$32,093.00
$13,531.12
$1,406,269.16.
Amount

233 Lakefront (Panoway)

$1,406,269.16.
Total

$1,406,269.16.

Adopted by the Wayzata City Council this 16th day of March, 2021.

ATTEST:

________________________
Mayor Johanna Mouton

_____________________________
City Manager Jeffrey Dahl
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CERTIFICATION:
Motion for adoption:
Voted in favor of:
Voted against: None
Abstained: None
Absent:
Resolution: Adopted
I hereby certify that the attached and foregoing is a true and correct copy of Resolution
No. 09-2021 adopted by the City Council of the City of Wayzata, Minnesota, at a duly
authorized meeting held on March 16, 2021.

_____________________________
City Clerk Kathy Leervig
SEAL
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MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 7.h
TITLE: Approval of Workshare Agreement with City of Minnetonka for Part-Time Building Permit Technician
PROPOSED MOTION: To approve the Workshare Agreement with City of Minnetonka for Part-Time Building
Permit Technician
PREPARED BY: Emily Goellner, Community Development Director
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommend approval of the workshare agreement as presented.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
The hourly wages and mileage reimbursement costs associated with this agreement, which is approximately
up $2,000 per month, are provided through the Contractual Services budget in the Building Inspections
Division. It is likely that costs associated with this contract will be offset by building permit and fees revenue.
BACKGROUND:
The Building Inspections Division of the Community Development Department has been processing a high
volume of permits for several years. In 2020, the total valuation of issued permits reached an unprecedented
$81.5 million (37% increase from 2019). Leading and managing the flow of permits through intake, to
issuance, to records retention requires skilled technician support.
To meet the demand for increased services and allow for situations where city staff are on leave, staff has
drafted a workshare agreement with the City of Minnetonka to help backfill resources. The Building Permit
Technician with the City of Minnetonka will work one to two days per week at the City of Wayzata while
continuing to work the remainder of the week for the City of Minnetonka. The employee will remain a City of
Minnetonka employee with benefits under the attached agreement.
The agreement is valid for one year. The Community Development Directors for each City will work together in
good faith to manage this workshare agreement. They will serve as the supervisors of this shared employee.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Building Permit Technician Agreement - Minnetonka - Wayzata
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AGREEMENT FOR BUILDING PERMIT TECHNICIAN
This agreement is made by the City of Wayzata (“Wayzata”) and the City of
Minnetonka (“Minnetonka”), both of which are Minnesota municipal corporations.
Wayzata has requested that Minnetonka conduct on its behalf certain building
permit technician services that are authorized for local municipalities. Minnetonka agrees
to conduct these services based on certain conditions. This agreement is authorized by
Minn. Stat. Sec. 471.59, subd. 1. Wayzata and Minnetonka previously entered into similar
agreements for permit and inspection services.
Accordingly, the parties agree that Minnetonka will provide certain building permit
technician services for Wayzata subject to the following conditions:
1.

Building Permit Technician Services. The services to be provided by
Minnetonka may include issuing building permits and certificates of occupancy on
behalf of the Wayzata Building Official (“ Wayzata Building Official”), scheduling
inspections, managing documents and plans in Permitworks and Laserfiche,
receiving incoming building plans and applications, verifying permit applications
for completeness, providing information to applicants about general requirements
of the permitting process, processing payments and refund requests, generating
monthly surcharge and sewer access charge (SAC) reports, archiving or purging
files per the Records Retention Act, and other duties relevant to the issuance of
building permits. The services shall be performed by a qualified building permit
technician (“Building Permit Technician”) working under the direct supervision of
the Wayzata Community Development Director (“Wayzata Community
Development Director”) with daily work direction given by the Wayzata Building
Official.

2.

Employee of Minnetonka. The Building Permit Technician provided under this
Agreement by Minnetonka is and will be an employee of Minnetonka, and
Minnetonka assumes all obligations arising out of that employment relationship.

3.

Equipment and Supplies. Wayzata will provide the necessary supplies,
equipment, work station, facemasks, and access to the lunch room and wellness
room at Wayzata City Hall for the Building Permit Technician provided under this
Agreement.

4.

Exchange of Data. The parties will provide all information, data, and reports
necessary for the services to each other without charge. The parties will cooperate
with each other in every way possible to assist in the provision of these services.

5.

Confidentiality. Minnetonka will maintain the confidentiality and privacy of
documents Wayzata provides, in accordance with the Minnesota Data Practices
Act.
1
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6.

Work Hours. The Building Permit Technician will be available to provide services
for a minimum of 8 hours per week and a maximum of 16 hours per week, or as
otherwise agreed to from time to time by the Minnetonka Community Development
Director and the Wayzata Community Development Director (the “Directors”).
Work related to the services will be completed by the Building Permit Technician
at Wayzata City Hall during the hours that the City Hall is open to the public
(Monday through Thursday, 7:00 AM to 4:30 PM, Friday 7:00 AM to 11:00 AM).
The exact days and hours spent at Wayzata City Hall will be determined by the
Directors. The Directors will work in good faith to maintain a reasonably consistent
and predictable schedule for the Building Permit Technician.

7.

Fees and Costs. For the services described above, Wayzata will pay Minnetonka
$30.00 per hour of services rendered by the Building Permit Technician. Payment
shall be made within 35 days after receiving a written invoice for the services,
detailing the times and nature of services rendered. Minnetonka will send an
invoice on a monthly basis for hours worked and mileage logged in the previous
month. Wayzata will pay for mileage incurred by the Building Permit Technician to
travel between Minnetonka City Hall and Wayzata City Hall, which is 9.4 miles for
each day worked in Wayzata. Mileage will be billed at the applicable mileage rate
as established from time to time by the IRS.

8.

Indemnification. Minnetonka agrees to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless
Wayzata against any and all claims, liability, loss, damage, or expense arising
under the provisions of this agreement and caused by or resulting from negligent
acts or omissions of Minnetonka, its employees or agents. Wayzata agrees to
defend, indemnify, and hold harmless Minnetonka against any and all claims,
liability, loss, damage, or expense arising under the provisions of this agreement
and caused by or resulting from negligent acts or omissions of Wayzata, its
employees or agents. The parties to this agreement recognize that liability for any
claims arising under this agreement are subject to the provisions of the Minnesota
Municipal Tort Claims Law; Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 466. In the event of any
claims or actions filed against either party, nothing in this agreement may be
construed to allow a claimant to obtain separate judgments or separate liability
caps from the individual parties. Under no circumstances may a party be required
to pay on behalf of itself and the other party any amounts in excess of the limits on
liability established in Minnesota Statutes Chapter 466 applicable to any one
party. The limits of liability for both parties may not be added together to determine
the maximum amount of liability for either party. The intent of this paragraph is to
impose on each party a limited duty to defend and indemnify each other subject to
the limits of liability under Minnesota Statutes Chapter 466. The purpose of
creating this duty to defend and indemnify is to simplify the defense of claims by
eliminating conflicts among the parties and to permit liability claims against both
parties from a single occurrence to be defended by a single attorney.

9.

Insurance. During the entire term of this agreement, each party will maintain
comprehensive general liability insurance in amounts sufficient to cover the
2
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maximum liability limits provided by state law which arises directly or indirectly
from the provision of services pursuant to this agreement. This insurance must
include coverage of the indemnification obligation in paragraph 13 above.
10. Term. Notwithstanding the date of execution, this agreement will begin March 16,
2021, and conclude on March 15, 2022.
11. Termination. Either party may terminate this agreement if the other fails to
perform the services or pay the fees provided for in this agreement by giving 30
days advance written notice of termination to the other party. Either party may
terminate this agreement without cause by giving 90 days advance written notice
of termination to the other party. Wayzata must pay for all services rendered after
the termination date that might be necessarily incurred to complete work begun
before the termination date.
12. Amendment. This agreement may be amended only in writing signed by both
parties.
13. Notices. All notices required or permitted in this agreement and required to be in
writing must be given by first class mail addressed to the relevant City at its City
Hall.

CITY OF MINNETONKA

CITY OF WAYZATA

By ___________________________
Its City Manager

By ___________________________
Its Mayor

Dated:

And __________________________
Its City Manager
Dated:

3
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MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 8.a
TITLE: Consider Support of Three Rivers Park District's Preferred Route through Wayzata for the Diamond
Lake Regional Trail Study
PROPOSED MOTION: To Support the Preferred Route for the TRPD Diamond Lake Regional Trail corridor,
in Wayzata.
PREPARED BY: Mike Kelly, City Engineer/Director of Public Works
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends that the City Council support the preferred route for the TRPD Diamond Lake Regional Trail
corridor, in Wayzata, which is consistent with the Parks and Trails Board's recommendation.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:

BACKGROUND:
The Three Rivers Park District (TRPD) has completed their community engagement related to the Diamond
Lake Trail Study and recently presented their preferred route to the Parks and Trails Board.
The Parks and Trails Board supported the TRPD preferred route by a vote of 5-1. The Parks and Trails Board
voiced their concern about bicycle and pedestrian crossing safety at both the Ferndale Road and Barry
Avenue intersections, as well as the trail location on Wayzata Blvd (north or south side). The Board looks
forward to providing additional comments as the design progresses.
TRPD will be present to provide an overview of their study and request.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
TRPD Preferred Route Handout
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City of Wayzata
City Council Agenda Report

MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 8.b
TITLE: Consider Adoption of First Reading of Ordinance 804 Amending City Code Ch. 315 Related to
Outdoor Sidewalk Cafes in City Right of Way
PROPOSED MOTION: To Adopt First Reading of Ordinance 804 as presented (or as amended to allow for
bars and kitchens in ROW)
PREPARED BY: Emily Goellner, Community Development Director, Nick Kieser, Assistant Planner, Mike
Kelly, City Engineer/Director of Public Works
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends adoption of the First Reading of Ordinance 804 Amending Code Related to Outdoor
Sidewalk Cafes in City Right of Way. The Ordinance would clarify provisions on the operations of outdoor
sidewalk cafes; the placement, storage and removal of structures and furniture; and expand times of operation
to potentially year-round use.
One change not included in the Ordinance is an amendment to allow bars and kitchens in the Right of Way.
This change to the Ordinance warrants additional discussion and direction from the City Council. Should
Council wish to implement this change, the Ordinance could be amended accordingly, as noted below, prior to
the First Reading.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
The City currently collects a flat permit fee and escrow for Outdoor Sidewalk Cafe Permits. If the Ordinance is
amended to allow bars in the Right of Way, staff recommends that the City also establish higher permit fees
for this use in an amount sufficient to recover the administration and management costs.
BACKGROUND:
The City Council had a workshop on potential changes to the Right of Way Ordinance earlier this winter, and
asked staff to come back with recommended changes for consideration. The changes are intended to (i) better
support restaurants and other businesses during the pandemic; (ii) enhance the environment of downtown;
and (iii) clarify the administration of the Ordinance, including review, approval and renewal of permits.
A brief summary of the proposed changes are:






Clarify that the structures and furniture in the Right of Way need to be removable
No storage of furniture can occur in the Right of Way when the café is not is use
Heating devices (i.e. outdoor heaters) must comply with all applicable safety regulations
Clarify that structures would need to be removed at the owner's expense
Clarify that outdoor cafes can be open year-round based on Council approval

Note that a significant potential change to the ROW Ordinance to allow bars and kitchens is not included. Staff
feels this is a change that should be discussed further by Council. Should Council wish to proceed with this
change, amending Ordinance 804 could be modified in section B.F.1.j) as follows:
j) Any No outside bar, cooking facility, food preparation, or holding area shall be located in the right of
way permitted and operated only according to plans and terms that have been approved by the City
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Council in connection with permit approval and issuance.
Essentially, this change to Provision B.F.1.j) would allow for a bar in the ROW but only if it has been
specifically approved by City Council for the location (and the liquor license for the connected property is
amended to expand / extend the “licensed premises” to that area). Council can also impose operational
conditions, like hours and days, as part of the permit.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Draft Ordinance 804 Amending Ch. 315 Related to Outdoor Sidewalk Cafes in City Right of Way
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DRAFT – 3/10/21
CITY OF WAYZATA
HENNEPIN COUNTY, MINNESOTA
ORDINANCE NO. 804
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING WAYZATA CITY CODE
CH. 315 RELATED TO OUTDOOR SIDEWALK CAFÉS IN CITY RIGHT OF WAY
THE CITY OF WAYZATA ORDAINS:
Section 1.
Amendments to Chapter 315. Chapter 315 of the Wayzata City Code
(Right-of-Way Management) is hereby amended as follows (struck text deleted, underlined text
added):
A. Section 315.03.A.5.c is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
"Structures", meaning walls, fences, steps, staircases, driveway entrance monuments,
signs, landscape walls, structures associated with permitted Outdoor Sidewalk Cafés,
or other similar structures that are, in the judgment of the Director of Public Works,
removable, and are constructed and maintained by owners of property adjacent to the
applicable right of way, at such owner’s expense.
All other structures and private improvements not identified in Sections 315.03 Subd.
A.5.a. through dc, including but not limited to buildings or portions thereof, roof
overhangs, building cantilevers and similar wall projections that are, in the judgment
of the Director of Public Works, not feasibly removable, shall not encroach into or
upon the right of way.
B. Section 315.05.F is amended to read in its entirety as follows:
F. Additional Outdoor Sidewalk Café Conditions Requirements. In addition to
the conditions for permits generally in Section 315.05.B, the placement and
operation of an outdoor sidewalk cafe in the right of way, shall be subject to the
following conditions requirements:
1. Functional Requirements.
a) Existing and/or principal use shall conform to existing City zoning
regulations.
b) Cafe area shall be a minimum distance from a R-1, R-1A, R-2, R-2A, R-3,
R-3A, and R-4 residential zoning district, unless the City Council
determines that a lesser distance is acceptable that ensures the outdoor
sidewalk cafe use would not adversely impact the residential properties:
1) Two hundred-foot minimum for non-alcoholic establishments.
2) Five hundred-foot minimum for alcoholic establishments.
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c) The outdoor sidewalk cafe area shall be limited to the public right-of-way
abutting the lot front as defined by the Zoning Ordinance.
d) The outdoor sidewalk cafe area shall be segregated from through pedestrian
circulation by means of temporary fencing, bollards, ropes, plantings, etc.
unless the permit expressly provides that such devices are not needed,
given the nature of the location and cafe. Segregation device(s) must not
cause destruction to the sidewalk or other elements within the public rightof-way.
e) Minimum clear passage zone for pedestrians at the perimeter of the outdoor
sidewalk café area shall be at least five feet without interference from
parked motor vehicles, bollards, trees, treegrates, curbs, stairways, trash
receptacles, street lights, parking meters, etc.
f) Overstory canopy of tree/umbrellas extending into the pedestrian clear
passage zone or pedestrian aisle shall have a minimum clearance of seven
feet above sidewalk.
g) All service aisles and walkways must be located within the enclosed area of
the outdoor sidewalk café. Service aisles must not occur from the minimum
clear passage zone for pedestrians.
h) Furniture, furnishings, structures, and other improvements within the and
enclosed perimeter of the outdoor sidewalk café must shall be removable in
the judgment of the Director of Public Works to allow for seasonal
changes., and the area fully restored to then current City standards, at the
permit holder’s sole expense, upon expiration or revocation of the permit.
i) No storage of furniture on sidewalk shall be allowed between the months of
October and April at any time when the outdoor sidewalk café is not in use
for more than three days.
j) No outside bar, cooking facility, food preparation, or holding area shall be
located in the right of way.
k) Any lighting used to illuminate the outdoor sidewalk café area shall be so
arranged as to reflect the light away from the adjoining property and public
streets or alleys, and be in compliance with the Zoning Ordinance.
l) No electronically amplified outdoor music, intercom, audio speakers, or
other such noise generating devices shall be allowed in the outdoor
sidewalk café area.
m) Heating devices of any kind must comply with all applicable regulations
and the recommendations of the Fire Marshall, including safe operation and
placement within the outdoor sidewalk café area.
2. Liability and Operational Requirements.
a) The property owner, restaurant operator and the City shall enter into a hold
harmless and operations agreement, as provided by the City, on terms
2
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acceptable to the City, that exemptings the City from all liability claims
associated with the outdoor café use, and that governs the operations,
aesthetics, and maintenance of the outdoor cafe, including its removal by
the property owner at property owner’s expense, and provides for financial
security for any property damage, liability, and restorative action necessary
by the City.
b) Maintenance of public right-of-way, including landscaping, for which the
cafe is located upon shall be the property owner’s responsibility.
c) Security of the cafe area shall be the responsibility of the property owner.
d) Property owner shall pick up litter within 100 feet of the café on a daily
basis.
3. Aesthetic Requirements.
a) Furniture shall be washable, constructed of metal, plastic or other weather
resistant materials and maintained in a safe and sanitary condition.
b) Plant material shall be in containers to allow for movement.
c) Annual/perennial flowers shall be used to enhance streetscape aesthetics.
d) Canopies/umbrellas shall be used for summer sun protection subject to the
provisions of the Zoning Ordinance.
e) Trash receptacles matching the appearance and color scheme of other
furniture shall be provided.
f) Design of site furnishings and café layout shall be reviewed prior to
installation by the City subject to the above provisions.
g) Any other standards deemed appropriate by the City for the location and
type of outdoor sidewalk café.
4. Duration. An Outdoor Sidewalk Cafe Permit approved by the City Council
expires one year from the date of the Council approval, and may be issued for a
limited number of months of operation, or year round operations. The applicant
must submit an application annually for renewal of the Outdoor Sidewalk Café
Permit.
C. Section 315.07 is amended to add the following new subsection D, with subsequent
subparts renumbered/re-lettered accordingly:
D. Outdoor Sidewalk Café Fees. The City shall establish Outdoor Sidewalk
Café permit fees in an amount sufficient to recover the City administration
and management costs, and the costs associated with the number and type of
structures in the right-of-way, and the months of operation of the café.

3
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Section 2.
publication.

Effective Date. This Ordinance will become effective upon passage and

Adopted by the City Council this 16th day of March, 2021.

______________________________
Johanna Mouton
Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________________
Jeffrey Dahl
City Manager
First Reading:
Second Reading:
Publication:

4
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City of Wayzata
City Council Agenda Report

MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 8.c
TITLE: Consider Request for Encroachment Permit, Outdoor Sidewalk Café Permit, and Final Design for
COV Restaurant Bar Addition at 700 Lake Street East
PROPOSED MOTION: To Direct Staff to Prepare Draft Resolutions that would be Reviewed and Adopted at
a subsequent Council Meeting
PREPARED BY: Emily Goellner, Community Development Director, Mike Kelly, City Engineer/Director of
Public Works, Jen Schumann, Project Engineer, Nick Kieser, Assistant Planner
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
After considering the items outlined in this report, staff recommends that the City Council direct staff to
prepare draft Resolutions, reflecting the findings of the City Council for review and adoption at the next City
Council meeting.
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
N/A
BACKGROUND:
Property owner, Stielow LLC, and applicant, Shea Design, have submitted a development application for a bar
addition to the COV restaurant at 700 Lake Street East. The addition would be located on the west side of the
existing building, just north of the main entrance to COV. The addition would be approximately 500 square feet
and would include a small kitchen area, bar, seating, and planters. The addition would be located on both
private property and adjacent City right of way. It requires three actions by City Council:
1. Approval of Encroachment Permit
2. Approval of Outdoor Sidewalk Café Permit
3. Approval of Design of the Addition, with Two Deviations from Design Standards
Approval of the requests are contingent on the right of way (ROW) Ordinance amendment to allow for a bar
use in the right of way. If this ROW Ordinance amendment is not approved by Council, then Council should
direct staff to prepare draft Resolutions denying the requests, that would be reviewed and adopted at the next
Council meeting. If the Council approves the ROW Ordinance amendment, then Council should direct staff to
prepare draft Resolutions of either approval or denial, if Council determines that the proposal does not meet
the applicable standards for the permits and design.
Encroachment Permit
The proposed addition requires an Encroachment Permit to allow a structure in the right-of-way.
Encroachments are governed by the provisions of the City's Right-of-Way Ordinance §315.05.E of City Code.
Specifically, the issuance of an Encroachment Permit for “Structures” in the City Right of Way (meaning walls,
fences, steps, staircases, driveway entrance monuments, signs, landscape walls, or other similar structures
constructed and maintained by owners of property adjacent to the applicable right of way), is subject to the
following standards and conditions:
A. The City Council must find that the encroaching Structure meets all of the following conditions:
1. The Structure will not adversely impact the City's current or future use of the right of way.
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2. There are exceptional circumstances or conditions applying to the encroachment in question, which
circumstances or conditions do not apply generally to other Structures or property within the City.
3. Under the circumstances of the particular situation, the encroachment will not adversely affect the
health, safety or general welfare of residents of the surrounding area or of the community as a whole.
B. The property owner must agree to the following additional conditions:
1. The property owner must enter into a written agreement with the City setting forth the conditions of
approval and the maintenance obligations for the encroaching Structure. The agreement must include
a clause under which the property owner agrees to hold the City harmless from all liability, losses or
injuries directly or indirectly resulting from the encroaching Structure.
2. The City shall have the right to revoke the Encroachment Permit at any time upon 60 days written
notice to the property owner. Upon such revocation, the property owner shall remove the
encroachment and restore the right of way to a condition that is consistent with the surrounding area.
The City shall not exercise its right of revocation arbitrarily or capriciously, but it may do so upon the
City Council's determination, in its absolute discretion, that the revocation is in the City's best interest.
Based on these criteria and an evaluation of the proposed addition, the Director of Public Works has
concluded that this proposal does not meet all of the conditions listed in A.1 and A.2, above. Without a survey
and/or utility locate, it is impossible to determine if there is any impact to the current use of the ROW.
Additionally, it is unknown whether the proposed structure could be an impact to the ROW in the future.
Finally, there do not appear to be exceptional circumstances related to this proposal, as the proposed bar
could be constructed entirely on the applicant’s property. Accordingly, the Director of Public Works
recommends denial of the encroachment permit request.
Outdoor Sidewalk Café Permit
This proposed addition would require an amendment to COV restaurant's existing Sidewalk Café Permit.
Sidewalk Cafés are permitted and regulated under §315.05.F of the City's Right of Way Ordinance. The
proposed sidewalk café adheres to all of the requirements listed in §315.05.F, but only if the Right of Way
Ordinance amendment is approved to allow bars. The sidewalk café permit would require annual review and
approval by the City Council.
Design Review
The Planning Commission reviewed design of the proposed addition, and the applicant’s request for two
deviations under Chapter 909 of the Zoning Ordinance (Design Standards) on February 22, 2021. A public
comment was received for the public hearing and is attached. The Planning Commission reviewed the design
of the proposed addition, through there was discussion on the other approvals needed for the addition that are
not in the Zoning Code and do not require the review of the Planning Commission.
A description of the project’s design and the requested deviations are attached to this report. The Planning
Commission Report and Recommendation is also attached to this report. The Planning Commission
recommends approval of the overall proposed design, in that it meets the criteria of the Design Standards, but
that the requested deviation from the standard for Façade Transparency be denied while the Primary Opaque
Surface Deviation be approved. The Planning Commission recommended this on a 6-1 vote.
The Planning Commission had additional concerns about the proposed addition in the City Right of Way that
they added to their Report. Section 4.2 of the Report makes observations and recommendations to Council
with respect to the additional approvals that would be needed for the Project (Right of Way Ordinance
Amendment, Encroachment Permit, and Outdoor Sidewalk Café Permit). In particular, the Commission had
significant concerns about allowing bars in the City Right of Way and in such close proximity to Panoway
without appropriate safeguards in place. The Commission was also concerned about encroaching into the City
Right of Way in that it would negatively impact lake views. There was concern of whether this proposal would
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maintain walkability. There were concerns about built structures in the Right of Way and concerns about
complications with their eventual removal. Additionally, the Commission was concerned about the placement
of the proposed drink ledge and the potential for ventilation and mechanical equipment on the rooftop.
The applicant responded to these final concerns by submitting updated plans (see attached). The updated
plans remove an opening on the north side of the addition that connected Lake Street and the bar area to
reduce the possibility of people leaving the area with alcohol. The drink ledge was removed on the south side
of the proposed addition and a proposed wood fence, to match the existing fence, is located on the south side.
This would allow only one opening on the south side of the bar area. Additionally, clarity was provided that no
mechanical equipment will be placed on top of the proposed addition.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Sidewalk Café Permit
2.
PC Report and Recommendation, Staff Report, Plans, and PC Minutes
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WAYZATA PLANNING COMMISSION
MARCH 1, 2021

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION ON DESIGN
FOR A NEW ADDITION TO COV RESTAURANT AT 700 LAKE STREET E

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
Approval* of Overall Design and Exterior Material Deviation for addition to the
COV restaurant
* with certain conditions and notes listed at the end of this Report

Denial of Façade Transparency Deviation

REPORT
Section 1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Project. Property owner, Stielow LLC, and applicant representatives, Shea
Design and Dean Vlahos, (together, the “Applicant”) have submitted a design
review and approval application for an addition to the COV restaurant (the
“Addition” or “Project”) at 700 Lake Street East (the “Property”). The Addition
would be located on the west side of the existing building, just north of the main
entrance to COV restaurant, and comprise approximately 500 square feet, with a
small kitchen area, takeout window, open-air bar with seating, standing drink
ledge, and planters. The Addition would be located on both the Applicant’s
Property and the City’s adjacent right-of-way.

1.2

Approval Requested. The Applicant is requesting approval of the design of the
Project (the “Project Design”) which is outlined in the Staff Report attached to this
Report as Attachment B (“Design Report”). The Project Design includes the
following two deviations (the “Deviations”) from the Wayzata Design Standards:
A.

Building Materials and Quality - Primary Opaque Surface. The Project
would utilize “hardie” board panels to match the look of the existing
exterior surface of the restaurant, instead of one of the permitted exterior
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Draft PC Report and Recommendation
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primary building materials of either brick, stone, cast stone, factory
finished and certified wood, and/or stucco (the “Primary Opaque Surface
Deviation”).
B.

1.3

Façade Transparency. The Project would have less than the 50%
minimum requirement of transparent glass in the building façade fronting
Lake Street, in that the Addition would have glass located only on the
kitchen area for the takeout window, with wood shutters in the other areas
that would open and close during the times the restaurant is open (the
“Façade Transparency Deviation”).

Additional City Council Approvals Needed. In addition to approval of the Project
Design, the Project would need the following additional City Code Amendments
and Right-of-Way Permit approvals from City Council:
A.

Right-of-Way Code Amendments. The City’s Right of Way (ROW)
Management Ordinance (Ch. 315) would need to be amended to allow for
the Project on the City ROW, including allowing for the bar and times of
operation.

B.

Sidewalk Café Permit. The Project would require an amendment to the
existing COV Sidewalk Café Permit for the Addition. Sec. 315.05.F.

C.

Encroachment Permit. The Project would require an Encroachment Permit
to allow a structure in the City ROW. Sec. 315.05.E.

Although this Report makes findings and recommendations on the Project
Design and Deviations requested, additional notes and concerns of the Planning
Commission about these additional approvals needed for the Project are noted in
Section 4 of this Report.
1.4

Property. The legal description of the Property is attached to this Report as
Attachment A, and the street address, property identification number and owner
of the Property are:
Address
700 Lake St E

1.5

PID
06-117-22-42-0038

Owner
Stielow LLC

Land Use. The Property falls within the following land use areas:
Zoning District:
2040 Comp Plan Designation:
Overlay Districts:

C-4B Central Business District
Central Business District
Shoreland Overlay District
Lake Street Design District
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Notice and Public Hearing. Notice of a public hearing on the Application was
published in the Sun Sailor on February 5, 2021. A copy of the notice was
mailed to all property owners located within 350 feet of the Property on February
10, 2021. The public hearing on the Application was held at the February 22,
2021 Planning Commission meeting.

Section 2.
2.1

STANDARDS

Design Standards.
A.

Applicability. All new nonresidential building construction in the City must
comply with the Wayzata Design Standards found in Chapter 909 of the
Zoning Ordinance.

B.

Project Standards. The relevant design standards applicable to the
Project are outlined in the Design Report. The standards relevant to the
requested Deviations are:

C.

1.

Primary Opaque Surface. The primary material used on the
structure must be either brick, stone, cast stone, factory finished
and certified wood, and/or stucco. Sec. 909.14.A.

2.

Façade Transparency. No less than 50 percent of the ground level
façade of any building fronting Lake Street must be transparent
glass. Sec. 909.11.B.

Deviations. A deviation from the Design Standards may be permitted
under Sec. 909.29 (with the exception of Section 909.10 of the Design
Standards) if City Council (after considering the Planning Commission’s
recommendation) makes a finding that the negative impact of such
deviation is outweighed by one or more of the following factors:
1.

The extent to which the project advances specific policies and
provisions of the City’s Comprehensive Plan.

2.

The extent to which the deviation permits greater conformity with
other Standards, policies behind the Standards, or with other
Zoning Ordinance standards.

3.

The positive effect of the project on the area in which the project is
proposed.

4.

The alleviation of an undue burden, taking into account current
leasing, housing and commercial conditions.
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5.

The accommodation of future possible uses contemplated by the
Design Standards, the Zoning Ordinance or the Comprehensive
Plan.

6.

A national, state or local historic designation.

7.

The project is the remodeling of an existing building which largely
otherwise conforms to the Design Standards.

FINDINGS

Based on the Application materials, staff report, and Wayzata’s Zoning Ordinance, the
Planning Commission of the City of Wayzata makes the following findings of fact:
3.1

Project Design.
A.

The Project meets all of the applicable provisions of the Design Standards
as reflected in the Design Report except for the Deviations.

B.

To the extent there are any negative impacts of the Primary Opaque
Surface Deviation, those impacts are outweighed by the alleviation of an
undue burden with respect to the allowed materials, in that the use of
proposed exterior surface materials will result in lower maintenance costs
and will be in keeping with the overall design of the building and other,
newer similar buildings in the area.

C.

The negative impacts of the Façade Transparency Deviation, and the use
of shutters during off hours which would impact views of the Lake and
lakeshore area, are not outweighed by any of the factors listed in Sec.
909.29.

Section 4.
4.1.

RECOMMENDATION

Project Design. Based on the Findings of this Report, the Planning Commission
recommends that the Façade Transparency Deviation be DENIED, and the
overall Project Design and Primary Opaque Surface Deviation be APPROVED
subject to the following conditions:
A.

The City must first approve all changes to the ROW Ordinance (Ch. 315)
that are necessary to permit the Project. See Sec. 4.2 of this Report for
the Commission’s concerns about such changes.

B.

The Applicant must secure all necessary ROW permits, liquor license
changes, and building permits, and follow all laws and regulations
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applicable to the Project, including building codes, liquor regulations, and
land use regulations.

4.2.

C.

The Applicant must build and complete the Project in conformance, in all
material respects, with the plans depicted in the Application.

D.

All expenses of the City of Wayzata, including consultant, expert, legal,
and planning fees incurred must be fully reimbursed by the Applicant.

Additional City Council Approvals Needed. The Planning Commission makes the
following recommendations to Council with respect to the Additional Approvals
that would be needed for the Project:
A.

The Commission has concerns about allowing bars in the City ROW and
in such close proximity to Panoway without appropriate safeguards in
place.

B.

The Commission has concerns with a structure encroaching into the City
ROW that would negatively impact lake views.

C.

The Commission has concerns that the use of a bar in this area would
negatively impact the space and this prominent intersection of Wayzata.

D.

The Commission has concerns about maintaining walkability in and
around areas used as sidewalk cafés, bars and restaurants, and believes
the desire for these amenities and activities should be balanced with the
goals of open spaces, views of the Lake, and optimal width of sidewalks
and other pedestrian walkways.

E.

The Commission has concerns about built structures in the ROW, and
careful consideration should be given to the process and cost of their
removal upon expiration of ROW permit.

F.

The Commission is concerned about the proposed drink ledge on the
south side of the Project Design and see planters as a better alternative
for delineation of the additional restaurant space.

G.

The Commission is concerned about the presence of any ventilation or
mechanical equipment necessary for the addition and its visual impact on
surrounding properties and from the ROW.

Adopted by the Wayzata Planning Commission this 1st day of March 2021.
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Attachment A
Information and Legal Description of Property
Lot 1, Block 1, The Clocktower Addition
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Attachment B
Staff Report on Project Design
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Staff Report
February 22, 2021
Project Name:

COV Expansion

Addresses of Request:

700 Lake Street East

Prepared by:

Nick Kieser, Assistant Planner

“60 Day” Deadline:

April 12, 2021

Development Application
Introduction
Property owner, Stielow LLC, and applicant representatives, Shea Design and Dean
Vlahos, have submitted a development application for an addition to the COV restaurant
at 700 Lake Street East. The addition would be located on the west side of the existing
building, just north of the main entrance to COV restaurant. The area of the proposed
addition would be approximately 500 square feet, and would include a small kitchen area,
takeout window, open-air bar with seating, standing drink ledge, and planters. The
proposed addition would be located on both the applicant’s property and the City’s
adjacent right-of-way.
Application Requests
As part of the application, the applicant is requesting approval of the following:
1. Design Review – Approval under the City’s Design Standards for new building
construction in a commercial district, with two design deviations noted in this
report. (§ 909.04.B)
Future Approvals Needed
In addition to Design approval, this project would need the following approvals from City
Council:
1. Right-of-Way Code Amendment – Currently, bars are not allowed on public
property in the “Sidewalk Café Permit” section of the City’s “Right of Way
Management” Ordinance (Ch. 315). So, this project as proposed would require an
amendment to Ch. 315 to allow this type of use. This section of Code is not part of
the Zoning Code, so review of the amendment by the Planning Commission is not
required, and would be reviewed and approved by City Council. (§315.05.F).
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2. Sidewalk Café Permit – This project would require an amendment to the existing
Sidewalk Café Permit for the proposed addition. The COV restaurant has a
Sidewalk Café Permit for their existing outdoor café, but this would now need to
incorporate the proposed addition if approved. Sidewalk Cafés are governed by
the Right-of-Way section of City Code (§315.05.F).
3. Encroachment Permit – The proposed addition requires an Encroachment Permit
to allow a structure in the right-of-way. Encroachments are governed the Right-ofWay section of City Code (§315.05.E).
Staff had a workshop discussion with the City Council on February 2, 2021 to discuss
potential updates to sidewalk café regulations to allow for additional uses and flexibility,
particularly in light of the conditions created by the pandemic. Staff is preparing a staff
report and potential Right-of-Way Ordinance amendments to be reviewed by the City
Council in March 2021.
Property Information
The property identification number and owner of the property are as follows:
Address
700 Lake St E

PID
06-117-22-42-0038

Owner
Stielow LLC

Project Location
COV is located on the southeast corner of Broadway Ave S and Lake St E. The recently
completed Panoway project is just to the west of the proposed addition location. The new
bathroom facilities are also just to the west of the proposed addition. Maps 1 and 2 include
aerial photographs taken prior to the construction of Panoway in 2020.
Maps 1 and 2: Project Location

Source: Hennepin County
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Zoning and Land Use
The current zoning and comprehensive plan land use designation for the property are as
follows:

Zoning
C-4B Central Business
District

2040 Comp Plan Designation

Overlay Districts

Central Business District

Shoreland Overlay
District
Lake Street Design
District

Adjacent Land Uses
The following table outlines the uses, zoning, and Comprehensive Plan land use
designations for adjacent properties:
Direction

Adjacent Use

Zoning

North

Commercial

East

Commercial

South

Railroad

West

Panoway

PUD
C-4B Central Business
District
R-2 Medium Density
Single Family
Residential
N/A

2040 Comp Plan
Designation
Central Business District
Central Business District
Parks
Parks

Public Hearing Notice
Notice of the public hearing on the application was published in the Sun Sailor on
February 5, 2021. The public hearing notice was also mailed to all property owners
located within 350 feet of the subject property on February 10, 2021.
Analysis of Application
This Design Review is predicated on the changes to the Right-of-Way Ordinance and the
issuance of an Encroachment Permit and Sidewalk Café Permit. City staff has reviewed
the pertinent information in the application, and City Code requirements for the
development application for Design Review and Approval, and provides the following
analysis and information:
Current Site
The existing site is approximately .28 acres (12,054 sq. ft.). COV restaurant occupies the
first floor of the building. The second floor is used for offices. Including the existing outdoor
café space, the restaurant is approximately 11,000 square feet. The current indoor and
outdoor seating totals approximately 310 seats. There is an existing outdoor seating
space on the south and southwest side of the restaurant which requires an Outdoor
Sidewalk Café Permit annually. The westernmost portion of the existing outdoor patio
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space is located in the public right-of-way. Previously, parking was located just west of
the restaurant, but with the Panoway project the west side of the property is now a public
plaza with a public bathroom facility south of the intersection of Broadway Ave S and Lake
St E. The attached site plan depicts the property lines in relation to the proposed addition
and the existing patio.
Proposed Addition
The proposed 500-square-foot addition includes an outdoor bar with 17 bar seats, small
kitchen, takeout window, and standing drink ledge that can accommodate approximately
6 customers while social distancing is still required and approximately 15 people total
without any restrictions. The proposed kitchen area and takeout window would be located
on private property while the bar area would be located on public right-of-way. Proposed
planters surrounding the bar area would serve as a barrier between the bar area and the
sidewalk/open public space, as required for all liquor licenses.
The proposed addition would be open from 11:00 am – 11:00 pm from Monday to
Saturday, and would be open 10:00 am – 11:00 pm on Sunday. The bar area would be
open, depending on the weather, during those times but it is proposed to be open from
April to November.
Applicant Narrative and Alternative Options Explored
The applicant and owner proposal notes that this addition would provide food and
beverages to the public using the new Panoway public space to the west. This area along
Lake Street will most likely have more visitation and use by the public, so COV has
proposed this addition to add more amenities to this area. The proposed bar area would
be served by the small kitchen in the proposed addition. No food would come from the
main restaurant out to the proposed bar area.
In the plans attached to this Report the applicant has shown different options for the bar
location that were explored. One option located the bar inside the restaurant and the other
located the bar outside in the existing outdoor sidewalk café. Both of the other options
explored would have included the bar area inside the property line, and not in the public
right-of-way.
The applicant has listed various reasons in its narrative why the current proposal was
ideal for their purposes. The reasons listed why the other options did not work include: (i)
removal of existing seating, (ii) already a bar area inside the restaurant, (iii) inside location
would not animate the sidewalk and public space, and (iv) less access to the public.
Changes to Existing Space
The proposed addition would add approximately 500 square feet to the northwest corner
of the COV restaurant. This one-story addition would be an extension of the clock tower
feature of the existing building on the property. This area is currently a paved area, with
landscaping and bench seating areas. A small landscaped area located just north of the
existing clock tower and proposed addition, along Lake St E, would remain. The proposed
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addition would follow the building line of the existing building façade line. The proposed
length of the sidewalk would not be less than 12 feet. The sidewalk length between the
proposed addition and the existing landscaped area is 12 feet. Between the existing COV
building and Lake Street is a sidewalk with a length of 13 feet 6 inches.
Building Materials
The design of the proposed addition would match the existing structure, but would not be
the exact same material. The addition would be white in color, with a dark colored asphalt
shingled gabled roof. The bar area would have wood shutters that swing open while that
space is open, and close again while the space is closed. The exterior surface of
additional areas would be finished with fiber cement siding (hardie board), including
underneath the wood shutters, the exposed kitchen siding, and the planters.
The applicant has stated that they are working with two different vendors to create a
removable bar. No footings would be needed with this proposed addition as it would be
placed on the sidewalk and would be able to be moved if needed. Also, no utilities would
need to come from underground. The applicant also stated that the vendors seem
confident that the project would look very similar to the rendering provided.
Signage
A sign would be located on the west side of the proposed addition that would meet the
signage requirements of the Zoning Ordinance, and match the existing signage on the
restaurant.
Mechanical Equipment
The kitchen addition, approximately 5.5’ x 20’, would have a flat roof with a parapet wall
around the flat roof area. This area would also hold a small electrical heater and
condensing unit to provide air conditioning to the space. These items would be
underneath the parapet wall height.
Parking
The customers of the COV restaurant would continue to use on-street parking along Lake
St E, and the public parking ramp on Mill St E.
Design Deviations
The project is subject to the requirements of the Design Standards for the Lake Street
Design District. A complete Design Review of the proposal by staff is included as an
attachment to this Report. It shows that the addition would meet all of the Design
Standards except the following two items, for which the applicant is requesting approval
of a deviation from the Design Standards:
1. § 909.14.A – Primary Opaque Surfaces: This standard requires that the primary
material used on the structure be either brick, stone, cast stone, factory finished
and certified wood, and/or stucco. The proposed addition would use hardie board
panels that would match the look of the existing exterior surface of the restaurant.
The proposed hardie board panels are not the same material as the existing
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building. A sample of the proposed material will be at City Hall for review. Hardie
board panels would be used on the exposed areas of the kitchen, the planters, and
the bar area besides the wood shutters. Because hardie board is not an approved
primary exterior surface material under the Design Standards, a design deviation
would be required to allow use of this material.
2. § 909.11.B – Façade Transparency: This standard requires that no less than 50
percent of the ground level façade of any building fronting Lake Street be
transparent glass. The proposed addition has glass located only on the kitchen
area for the takeout window. The other areas are covered by wood shutters, but
these shutters would be open during the times the restaurant is open. A design
deviation is required to allow the wood shutters on the addition.
The Planning Commission should review this material proposed for this project to
determine if these deviations meet any of the criteria for deviations under the Design
Standards. Sec. 909.29.
Primary Question to Consider:
Would the negative impact of the two requested deviations from the Design
Standards be outweighed by one or more of the following:
1. The extent to which the proposed addition advance specific policies and
provisions of the City’s Comprehensive Plan
2. The positive effect on the area in which the project is proposed?
3. The alleviation of an undue burden, taking into account current leasing, housing,
and commercial conditions?
Staff Information
Staff has worked in coordination with the owner and applicant to refine their project in a
way that would positively impact the new, adjacent Panoway public space and reach the
goals of the COV restaurant. Staff believes that the proposed addition would be a
welcome use of this space, and would help further goals of the 2040 Comprehensive Plan
such as: (i) creating a walkable city, (ii) adding to a vibrant city space, and (iii) keeping
this area connected to its surrounding use.
Staff believes the proposed addition with the requested design deviations would create a
positive effect on the area. The primary building material will be similar to the existing
material, while being more durable. The wood shutters would also be open during the
times the public space will be used the most, so there would still be the idea and effect of
an open, transparent structure.
One concern staff has is that the wood shutters would be closed during the off season
months, which would create more of a negative visual impact than glass would.
Action Steps
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After considering the items outlined in this report and the public hearing held at the
meeting, the Planning Commission should direct staff to prepare a Planning Commission
Report and Recommendation, with appropriate findings, reflecting a recommendation on
the requested design approval in the application, for review and adoption at the next
Planning Commission meeting.
The remaining approvals needed for the proposed addition (Right-of-Way Ordinance
Amendment, Encroachment Permit, and expanded Sidewalk Café Permit) will be
reviewed by the City Council along with the application and Report and Recommendation
by the Planning Commission for design approvals. That way, all of the City approvals
needed will go the City Council at one time for review.
Attachments
Project Plans with Renderings, dated December 14, 2020 by Shea Design
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Applicable Code Provisions for Review
Design Standards City Code § 901.09:
A. The design standards set forth in Section 9 of the Wayzata City Zoning Ordinance
are referred to collectively as the “Design Standards” or the “Standards”. The
purpose of the Design Standards is to shape the City’s physical form and to
promote the quality, character and compatibility of new development in the City.
The Standards function to:
1. To guide the expansion and renovation of existing structures and the
construction of new buildings and parking, within the commercial districts of
the City;
2. To assist the City in reviewing development proposals;
3. To improve the City’s public spaces including its streets, sidewalks,
walkways, streetscape, and landscape treatments.
B. The Standards address issues that are critical to preserving and enhancing
Wayzata’s character, as described in the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
Deviations from the Design Standards – All Districts § 909.29:
A. With the exception of § 909.10 of the Design Standards, a deviation from any
section of the Design Standards shall require a finding by the City Council (after
considering the Planning Commission’s recommendation) that the negative
impact of such deviation is outweighed by one or more of the following factors:
1. The extent to which the project advances specific policies and
provisions of the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
2. The extent to which the deviation permits greater conformity with other
Standards, policies behind the Standards, or with other Zoning Ordinance
standards.
3. The positive effect of the project on the area in which the project is
proposed.
4. The alleviation of an undue burden, taking into account current leasing,
housing and commercial conditions.
5. The accommodation of future possible uses contemplated by the Design
Standards, the Zoning Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan.
6. A national, state or local historic designation.
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7. The project is the remodeling of an existing building which largely otherwise
conforms to the Design Standards.
909.02 - City Character:
A.

One of the primary goals of the City's Comprehensive Plan is to "preserve and
enhance Wayzata's lakeside small town character." Continuing reference is made
in the Comprehensive Plan to the value of Wayzata's unique "small town"
character, unlike the suburban qualities of other communities. The Standards seek
to preserve the high quality "small town" environment while accommodating the
inevitability of change. This character is to be preserved and enhanced by:
1. Attention to the scale, walkability, land use patterns, street and
boulevard character of the City.
2. Reinforcing and enhancing residential neighborhoods.
3. Promoting a vibrant and healthy business climate, including a strong
downtown as key to the economic and social base of the community,
and other primary retail/commercial areas.
4. Shaping the physical environment of the City to allow for the development
of cultural and social activities that provide the opportunity for social
engagement.
5. Promoting community heritage by preserving and redeveloping historic or
significant property to the City's small town roots.
6. Maintaining and enhancing the diversity of housing options and addressing
the need and opportunities for life cycle housing.
7. Promoting a more connected community through building physical and
psychological connections between all residential neighborhoods, business
areas, and links to other recreational amenities.
8. Protecting and preserving significant natural resource areas, and promoting
access to community parks and open space resources.
9. Strengthening and reinforcing community gateways, and providing
announcement and a sense of place to areas of the community at key
entry points through architectural, landscape and urban design
elements.
10. Promoting sustainability in development.
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B.

The Standards encourage buildings that are well crafted and well detailed,
and that express Wayzata's heritage, location, topography, and scale. The
Standards address issues of building height and views of rooftops from above as
well as from below.
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COV | Bar Alternate Location Studies
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We have looked at whether or not this bar/kitchen
can be located on the building’s property line. See the
above 2 locations that have been reviewed.
Our reasons why these studies do not work as
successfully as the proposed location (pg 3) are as
follows:
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1. Loss of over 30 patio seats
2. The bar location competes and would be redundant with the bar inside
3. Loss of (2) trees that currently give good ambiance to the patio
4. Does not animate the sidewalk and main street
5. Blocks views from the restaurant to the plaza and the lake
6. Does not connect to the pedestrian traffic walking around town
7. Does not service the downtown visitors without going inside the fenced off restaurant patio
8. The basic restaurant/patio ﬂow and function is impeded
9. Due to the existing COV property line being in the middle of the existing patio, the new bar/
kitchen would have to be set back and no longer has a connection to the plaza where guests can
stop in off the plaza for a drink or food while looking out over the activities in the plaza
10. The kitchen was to have a pick up window with easy access to the street for quick service/
easy access from the street and plaza. We lose that connection with both of these options
Page 2
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COV | Preferred Bar Location

PLAZA

MAIN STREET

1. Additional revenue is able to be gained because this scenario
does not compete with the patio or indoor bar - worth the cost
of construction
2. Animates the sidewalk and Main Street
3. Does not block views from the restaurant to the plaza and to
the lake
4. Connects the pedestrian traffic walking around town
5. The basic restaurant/patio ﬂow and function is not impeded
6. The proposed new bar is able to have a connection to the
plaza where guests can stop in off the plaza for a drink or food
while looking out over the activities on the plaza
7. The kitchen is able to have a pick up window with easy access
to the street and plaza for quick service
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COV property line
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COV | Enlarged Bar Plan
KEY
PERMANENT
REMOVABLE

INFILL WALKWAY TO ENTRY
AND NEW BAR AREA WITH
CEDAR DECKING TO MATCH
EXISTING PATIO DECKING

FULL - WORKING PLAN
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REMOVED BAR ELEMENTS, UTILITY LINES CAPPED
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COV | Bar - All Shutters (Preferred Option)

WINDOWS CLOSED

WINDOWS OPEN
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COV | Bar - Shutters Above & Windows Below

WINDOWS CLOSED

WINDOWS OPEN
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South Elevation
SEE 3RD EXTERIOR
ELEVATION PAGE FOR
FINISH SPECIFICATIONS.

EXISTING
STRUCTURE
AND FINISHES
TO REMAIN.

PREFINISHED
ALUMINUM
FLASHING.

ASP-1

FCB-2

OPERABLE WOOD
SHUTTERS.

FCB-1

FCB-3

FCB-2

COLUMN, TYP.

FCB-1

PLANTER
BEYOND.
FCB-1

BAR DIE WALL.
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7620.00

MOVABLE DRINK
RAIL.

WD-1

BARTOP.
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West Elevation
SEE 3RD EXTERIOR
ELEVATION PAGE FOR
FINISH SPECIFICATIONS.

EXISTING
STRUCTURE
AND FINISHES
TO REMAIN.
PREFINISHED
ALUMINUM
FLASHING.

SIGNAGE UNDER
SEPARATE PERMIT.
FCB-1

FCB-1

FCB-2

FCB-3

OPERABLE WOOD
SHUTTERS.
FCB-2

COLUMN, TYP.
PLANTER
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FCB-1
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North Elevation
EXTERIOR FINISH SPECIFICATIONS
FCB-1

HARDIE BOARD

ASP-1

MFR: HARDIE BOARD
PRODUCT: HARDIE PLANK LAP SIDING
STYLE: SMOOTH
THICKNESS: 5/16"
LENGTH: 12'-0" PLANKS
WIDTH: 8.25"
EXPOSURE: 7"
COLOR: ARCTIC WHITE
NOTES: KEY-IN VERTICAL JOINTS
FCB-2

WD-1

HARDIE BOARD TRIM

FCB-3

WOOD

SPECIES: OAK
COLOR: STAINED TO MATCH
DESIGNER'S SAMPLE.
FINISH: 3 COATS CATALYZED MATTE
VARNISH
SIZE: 6" PLANKS
NOTE: BAR TOP

MFR: MATCH EXISTING
STYLE: MATCH EXISTING
COLOR: MATCH EXISTING

MFR: HARDIE BOARD
PRODUCT: HARDIE TRIM BOARDS
STYLE: 4/4 WT-3 SMOOTH
THICKNESS: 3/4"
LENGTH: 12'-0" PLANKS
WIDTH: VARIES
COLOR: ARCTIC WHITE
NOTES: CUT AS REQUIRED FOR NOTED WIDTH
OF BOARD. HIDE CUT EDGES WHEN POSSIBLE.
PAINT EDGES TO MATCH WHEN NEEDED.

PREFINISHED
ALUMINUM
FLASHING.

ASPHALT SHINGLES

HARDIE BOARD

MFR: HARDIE BOARD
PRODUCT: HARDIE SOFFIT
STYLE: NON-VENTED SMOOTH
THICKNESS: 1/4"
LENGTH: 8'-0" OR 12'-0" DEPENDING ON WIDTH.
WIDTH: VARIES
COLOR: ARCTIC WHITE
NOTES: CUT AS REQUIRED FOR NOTED WIDTH
OF BOARD. HIDE CUT EDGES WHEN POSSIBLE.
PAINT EDGES TO MATCH WHEN NEEDED.

ASP-1

FCB-1

FCB-2

OPERABLE WOOD
SHUTTERS.
FCB-1

WINDOW WITH CLEAR
GLASS. WHITE WOOD
FRAME TO MATCH SIDING
COLOR.

COLUMN, TYP.

FCB-1

PLANTER.

EXISTING STRUCTURE
AND FINISHES TO REMAIN.

MARCH 09 2021
7620.00

FCB-1

DUTCH DOOR. TOP HALF
OPENS FOR ORDERING
AND HAND OFF OF FOOD.
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Comments
Building Recesses
801.09.2.1 – Lake Street District
All new buildings east of Barry Avenue on Lake Street
shall have retail usage at least eighty percent (80%) of the
ground floor facing Lake Street. The remaining twenty
percent (20%) of the ground floor frontage may only be
used for walkways, public access, or public facilities. Retail
activities shall comprise a total of at least fifty percent
(50%) of the usage of the total building footprint.
Building Recesses
801.09.3.1.A – All Districts
Building facades shall be articulated through the use of
pilasters and/or recesses that create visible shadow lines
and dimensions especially on the street level
801.09.3.1.B
Street level landscaped courtyards, outdoor seating areas
and gathering areas shall be incorporated into building and
site plan design.
Building Width
801.09.4.1 All Districts – New Buildings
In order to reduce the scale of longer façades and to
eliminate the long horizontal expressions of buildings,
divisions or breaks in materials shall be included and at
least three of the following design strategies shall be
incorporated into the design:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Compliance

N/A

Yes

The addition design is articulated with
columns and recesses to create shadow
lines at the street level.

Yes

The project would provide landscaped
planters around the addition and there
would be outdoor seating around the bar
area and the planters.

Yes

N/A.

Yes

Window bays
Special treatment at entrances
Variations in roof lines or parapet detailing
Awnings
Building setbacks or articulation of the facade
Rhythm of elements

1
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Comments

Upper Story Setbacks
801.09.5.1.A – All Districts – New Buildings
Building height shall conform to the height of the
applicable zoning district. Where three (3) story
buildings are permitted, the third (3rd) story must be
recessed from all façades fronting public right of ways at
least a distance equal to the vertical distance of the 3rd
story height from the second (2nd) floor footprint, or an
average of ten (10) feet across the facade, but no
portion of the 3rd story structure shall be closer than six
(6) feet to the 2nd story façade. The 3rd story façade
shall be designed with railings, pillars, dimensional
windows, building recesses or other similar design
techniques to break up the 3rd story façade.
801.09.5.1.B – All Districts – New Buildings
The façades fronting public right-of-ways of every two
and three story building, longer than sixty (60) feet, must
have a recessed second story of approximately twentyfive percent (25%) of the façade’s length, setting back a
minimum of six (6) feet from the face of the first floor
façade. The required third floor setback must follow the
frontal plane of the second story setback.
801.09.5.1.C – All Districts – New Buildings
Wintertime sun orientation, solar access, and views of
Lake Minnetonka are significant issues within the Design
Districts. Building height should not negatively and
significantly impact neighboring properties.

Compliance

N/A.

Yes

N/A.

Yes

N/A.

Yes

2
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Roof Design
801.09.6.1 – All Districts
“Green” roofs, roof garden terraces, arbors and other
similar structures are encouraged on roofs of building.

Comments

The proposed roof would be a pitched
roof design that is similar to the existing
roof design of the COV building.

801.09.6.2.A – All Districts – Roof Materials
The roof material for all sloped roofs in all districts shall be
slate, untreated copper, pre-finished metal, cedar shake or
asphalt shingle in dark colors.

The roof material would be dark asphalt
shingles to match the existing building.

801.09.6.2.B – All Districts – Roof Materials
The roof material for all flat roofs in all districts shall be
treated synthetic membrane or other similar material in
dark colors.

The flat roof area for this addition would
be a dark synthetic membrane material.

Screening of Rooftop Equipment
801.09.7.1 – Lake Street District
No mechanical equipment for a building may be located
on the roof deck. All such mechanical equipment must
be located within the interior of the structure.

N/A.

Compliance
Yes

Yes

Yes

3
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Facade Transparency
801.09.8.1 – Lake Street District
No less than fifty percent (50%) of the ground level façade
of any building fronting Lake Street shall be transparent
glass. No less than twenty-five percent (25%) of the
ground level side and rear façade facing a public right of
way, parking area or open space shall be transparent
glass.
Ground Level Expression
801.09.9.1 – All Districts
In multi-story buildings, the ground floor shall be
distinguished from the floors above by the use of at least
three of the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Comments

Compliance

The proposed kitchen area would have
50% glass material and the bar area
would be open or the open areas would
be closed with wood shutters when the
bar is closed.

Design Deviation
Requested

N/A.

Yes

An intermediate cornice line
A difference in building materials or detailing
An offset in the façade
An awning, trellis, or loggia
Arcade
Special window lintels
Brick/stone corbels

Entries
801.09.10.1 – All Districts
The front facade of all buildings shall be landscaped with
window boxes or planters with seasonally appropriate
plantings. The main entries shall face the primary
street at sidewalk grade.

We have planters that will wrap around
the bar with seasonally appropriate
plantings. The main entry would continue
to have direct access to Lake Street.

Yes

4
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Building Materials and Quality
801.09.11.1.A – Primary Opaque Surfaces – All Districts
Other than the accent materials listed in 801.09.11.G,
ninety percent (90%) of the non-glass surfaces of each
elevation of the exterior building façade shall be
composed of one or more of the following materials:
1. Brick
2. Stone
3. Cast stone
4. Factory finished and certified wood, including, but
not limited to:
a. Wood shingles (cedar shingles six (6) inch
maximum exposure)
b. Lap-siding (six (6) inch maximum width)
5. Stucco

Comments

The primary opaque surface on the
addition is proposed to be a hardie board
panel. The hardie board panel would
look similar to what is existing on the
current building. The deviation is
requested to allow a more durable
material.

801.09.11.1.B – Façade Coverage – All Districts
The primary opaque surface materials of all free
standing buildings must be the same on all facades of
the building.

The lap-siding will be similar around the
whole COV building.

801.09.11.1.C – Type of Brick – All Districts
On all facades of a free-standing building where brick is
used, full course modular, Roman, Norman or other
standard size brick must be used.

N/A.

Compliance
Design Deviation
Requested

Yes

Yes
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09.11.1.D – Façade Detail – All Districts
1. Brick and/or stone façades shall be well detailed and
dimensionally designed in order to avoid fractional
cuts and odd pieces. All outside brick corners must
be full bricks (custom if necessary), with no mitering,
forming continuous vertical joints.

N/A.

Yes

N/A.

Yes

N/A.

Yes

2. The narrow face of an exposed stone butt joint, at
corners, must be a minimum dimension of two (2)
inches. Mitered and quirked stone corners are also
acceptable.
801.09.11.1.E – Brick Joints – All Districts
1. The mortar for brick must be dark grey or in the color
range of the brick. All joints must be concave or
‘v’ joint. No mortar may be used beyond the face of
the brick.
2. All brick walls must be built to avoid efflorescence
801.09.11.1.F – Stone Joints – All Districts
Stone joints shall be no larger than one-fourth (1/4) inch.

6
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09.11.1.G – Accent Materials – All Districts
Only the following materials may be used for lintels, sills,
cornices, bases, and decorative accent trims, and must
be no more than 10 percent (10%) of the non-glass
surfaces of each elevation of the exterior building
façade:

The accent materials would be fiber
cement board and/or wood trim that
would match the proposed planters
around the bar area.

Yes

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Stone
Cast stone
Copper (untreated)
Rock faced stone
Aluminum or painted steel structural shapes
Fiber cement board
Premium grade wood trim with mitered outside
corners. Examples of premium grade wood are
cedar, redwood, and fir.
8. EIFS
801.09.11.1.H - Parapets, Flashing, Coping – All Districts
1. Only the following materials may be used for
parapets, flashing and coping:
a. copper (untreated)
b. brick
c. stone
d. cast stone
e. premium grade wood.

The project would only have parapet
flashing at the kitchen portion of the
building, and it will be pre-finished,
painted .032 aluminum with a maximum
exposed edge of 5”.

Yes

2. Pre-finished, painted .032 aluminum may only be
used as a standard parapet coping with a maximum
exposed edge of five (5) inches.
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09.11.1.I – Awnings – All Districts
1. Only the following types of awnings may be used:

N/A.

Yes.

a. Fabric awnings of a heavy canvas in dark solid
colors or other colors that are approved as part of
the design review process
b. Highly detailed, ornate metal in dark colors
c. Glass awnings
2. Backlit awnings are prohibited.
3.

Awnings with text or graphic material may be
permitted but require approval via the sign permit
process of the Zoning Ordinance.

801.09.11.1.J – Balconies – All Districts
Balconies shall be accessible and useable by persons.
Fake or unusable balconies are prohibited. All
balconies shall remain within the property line. Metal
railings with members painted dark, or glass panels are
permitted.

N/A.

801.09.11.1.K – Glass – All Districts
Glass shall not be mirrored, reflective or darkened.
Slight green, bronze and grey tints are acceptable.
Spandrel glass shall not be counted as transparent
glass for the purposes of calculations under the
transparency requirements of Section 801.09.8 of the
Standards, but may be used for detailing purposes.
Environmentally appropriate glass, such as Lowemissivity glass, shall be used in all projects

The glass proposed at the kitchen area
will be transparent.

Yes.

Yes
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09.11.1.L – Door Systems – All Districts
Unless there are building security concerns, main entry
doors shall be primarily glass. If, for security reasons, a
main entry door is not possible or practical, a main entry
door must be well detailed. Appropriately designed
wood doors may be utilized for retail and office
buildings.
Franchise Architecture
801.09.12.1 – All Districts
A.
Typical or standardized franchise architecture
(including building design that is the trade dress
of, or identified with a particular chain, franchise
or business and is repetitive in nature) is
prohibited.
B.

N/A.

Yes

The proposed project is not franchise
architecture and the signage would meet
the sign requirements.

Yes

Large, bold or bright signage, trade dress or
logos must be altered and scaled down to meet
the purpose of these standards as articulated
herein, and must not be repeated on the facades
of the principal structure more than once. All
new, altered and/or proposed signage for
buildings must be submitted for review under
Section 801. 09.18 by the Planning Commission
at the time of Design Standards Review
application
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Walkways
801.09.13.1 – Lake Street District
A. Continuous sidewalks at least twelve (12) feet in width
shall be provided along all public street frontages.
B. Lighted sidewalks shall extend between rear and side
parking areas and building entrances. All sidewalk lighting
must project downward.

Comments

The shortest length of the sidewalk
would be 12 feet with this addition. All
existing lighting would remain with this
proposal. The existing sidewalk is not
proposed to change besides the
sidewalk area where the footprint of the
addition would be located.

Compliance
Yes

C. Buildings with street frontage exceeding fifty (50) feet
shall have at least one (1) bench.
D. All sidewalk surfaces must match the exposed
aggregate/brick accent sidewalks
on Lake Street.

10
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Landscaping
801.09.14.1 – All Districts
A.
Seasonal landscaping shall be used in all Design
Districts, including use of window boxes, hanging
flowers baskets, vines and/or other similar
seasonal landscaping. If feasible, garden areas
and ornamental trees shall be used at the street
level.
B.

Window boxes, hanging baskets and planters
with seasonally appropriate plantings shall be
used around entries to buildings.

C.

Vines shall be used to cover walls with more than
one hundred (100) square feet of uninterrupted
surface area.

D.

Streetscaping shall include all of the following:
1. Boulevard species trees, with at least three
(3) caliper inches.
2. Exposed aggregate sidewalks with brick
accents
3. Street lights
4. Benches (if building length is 50 feet or
greater), which utilize existing city bench
designs.
5. Flowers

Comments

Seasonal landscaping will be provided in
the planters around the proposed bar
area. The boulevard trees along Lake
Street would stay intact.

Compliance
Yes

11
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09.14.2 – Lake Street District
A. Established Lake Street landscape treatments shall be
followed in accordance with the specifications of the
Wayzata Engineering Guidelines set forth in Wayzata City
Code. Exposed aggregate with brick accent sidewalks
shall be used.

The proposed sidewalk and boulevard
trees would stay as existing.

Yes

B. Approved boulevard trees, planted in sidewalk areas,
shall be planted no more than
twenty six (26) feet on center from each other.

12
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Parking Lot Landscaping
801.09.15.1 – All Districts
A landscaped buffer strip at least five (5) feet wide shall be
provided between all parking areas and the sidewalk or
street. The buffer strip shall consist of shade trees
appropriately spaced for the particular Design District, and
a decorative metal fence, masonry wall or hedge. A solid
wall or dense hedge shall be no less than three (3) feet
and no more than four (4) feet in height.
Surface Parking
801.09.16.1 – All Districts
A.
Off-street parking shall be located to the rear of
buildings. When parking must be located in a
side yard adjacent to the street, a landscaped
buffer shall be provided in accordance with the
Design Standards. The street frontage occupied
by parking shall not exceed sixty (60) feet per
property.
B.

Side-by-side parking lots creating a parking area
frontage longer than sixty (60) feet are
prohibited, except where a heavily landscaped
buffer of at least twenty (20) feet wide completely
separates both lots.

C.

Side yard parking shall not extend beyond the
front yard setback of the primary building on the
property.

D.

Front yard parking is prohibited.

E.

There shall be no corner parking.

Comments

N/A.

N/A.

Compliance
Yes

Yes
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09.16.2 – All Districts – Bicycle Parking
Commercial developments requiring more than twenty (20)
parking spaces shall provide at least four (4) bicycle
parking spaces in a convenient, visible, preferably
sheltered location.
Parking Structures
801.09.17.1 – All Districts
Parking structures shall meet the following standards,
along with all other applicable building code standards:
A.

The ground floor façade abutting any public
street or walkway shall be architecturally
compatible with surrounding commercial or office
buildings.

B.

The parking structure shall be designed in such a
way that sloped floors do not dominate the
appearance of the façade.

C.

Windows or openings shall be similar to those of
surrounding buildings.

D.

Vines and other significant landscaping shall be
used to minimize the visual impact of the parking
structure.

N/A.

N/A

Comments

Compliance
Yes

Yes
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
Signs
801.09.18.1 – All Districts
A.
Compatibility
1. Signs shall be architecturally compatible with
the style, composition, materials, colors and
details of the building, and with other signs on
nearby buildings. Signs shall be an integral
part of the building and site design.

Comments
The proposed signage would be similar
to the existing signage on the building
and would meet the requirements of
Section 801.27.

Compliance
Yes

2. A sign plan shall be developed for buildings
which house more than one (1) business.
Signs need not match, but shall be compatible
with one another. Franchise or national chains
must comply with these Sign Standards to
create signs compatible with their context.
3. When illuminated signs are proposed, only the
text and/or logo portion of the sign may be
illuminated. Illuminated signs must be
compatible with the location. Illumination of the
sign to highlight architectural details is
permitted. Fixtures shall be small, shielded,
and directed towards the sign rather than
toward the street, so as to minimize glare for
pedestrians and adjacent properties.
4. Sign plans must be submitted for review as part
of an Applicant for Design Approval. Proposed
signs must also conform to the requirements of
Section 801.27 of the Wayzata Zoning
Ordinance.

15
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Design Review
COV Restaurant Addition - 700 Lake St E
Based on plans dated Dec. 14, 2020, by Shea Design, labeled COV Patio Extension
801.09-18.2 – Permitted Sigs – Lake Street District
A. Lake Street District. Only the following types of signs
are permitted in the Lake Street
District:

The proposed sign addition would be a
wall sign on the bar area.

Yes

1. Awning, canopy or marquee signs
2. Wall signs
3. Monument or ground signs
4. Projecting signs
5. Window signs (small accent signs)
6. Roof signs if located on pitched-roof buildings, below
the peak of the roof

Parking Lot and Building Lighting
801.09.19.1 – All Districts
A.
Parking lot lighting shall be designed in such a way
as to be in scale with its surroundings, and reduce
glare.
B.
Cutoff fixtures shall be located below the mature
height of trees located in parking lot islands so as
to minimize ambient glow and light pollution.
C.
Pedestrian-scale lighting, not exceeding thirteen
(13) feet in height, shall be located on walkways
and adjacent to store entrances. All sidewalk
lighting must be projected downwards. City light
standard shall be followed for all public streets.
D.
Light posts shall be of a dark color.
E.
Lighting fixtures shall be compatible with the
architecture of the building.
F.
Lights attached to buildings shall be screened by
the building’s architectural features to eliminate
glare to adjacent properties. All façade lighting
must be projected downwards.
G.
All lighting fixtures shall comply with City Code
Section 801.16.6 as it relates to glare.

Comments
N/A.

Compliance
Yes
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b.) Approval of Planning Commission Report and Recommendation for an
Amendment to a Conditional Use Permit for Fee-in-Lieu-of-Parking (FILOP) for
Melvin’s 235 Office Building at 235 and 239 Lake Street East
c.) Acknowledge Application Withdrawal Letter for a Comprehensive Plan
Amendment, Zoning Map Amendment, Subdivision, Conditional Use Permit, and
a Variance at 304, 312, and 318 Barry Avenue South
Chair Plantan read the items on the consent agenda and asked if any Commissioner wished to pull
an item for further discussion.
Commissioner Bashioum asked to make an addition to page 13 of the February 1, 2021 minutes.
She stated that she would like the minutes here to reflect her agreement with Commissioner
Flannigan regarding the row houses and the transitional nature of the three Zitloff lots.
Hearing no further requests for discussion, Chair Plantan asked for a motion to approve the
Consent Agenda, with the minutes as amended by Commissioner Bashioum.
Commissioner Douglas made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Parkhill, to approve the
Consent Agenda as so amended.
Director Goellner completed a roll call vote on the motion. Upon a vote, the motion carried 5
ayes, 2 abstentions (Plantan and Bashioum).
AGENDA ITEM 5. Public Hearing Items
a) Consider Development Application for Design Approval at 700 Lake Street East
Assistant Planner, Nick Kieser, stated that this application is for an expansion to the existing COV
restaurant at 700 Lake Street East. The property is zoned C4B, Central Business District, and with
the exception of one PUD zoned property to the north, it is surrounded by other C4B properties.
In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, this property is designated as Central Business District along
with most of the surrounding properties. Assistant Planner Kieser clarified that this development
application is for Design Review and approval under the standards of the Lake Street Design
District. He noted that there are some additional requests that will need approval by the City
Council in order for this project to proceed, that include: amendments to the City’s Right-of-Way
Ordinance; an encroachment permit, and a sidewalk café permit. He further noted that the Planning
Commission was only being asked to consider the Design Review requests. He explained that the
Planning Commission can convey their feedback to Council on the additional approvals needed
by the applicant, but the Design Review is the only item before the Commission. Assistant Planner
Kieser explained that at the February 2, 2021 City Council workshop meeting, the Council
discussed some potential right-of-way code amendments regarding removable structures, yearround activity, outdoor bar service, and sidewalk clearance that could allow for the applicant’s
kind of proposal. He reviewed a depiction of the approximate location for the addition on the
building from the clock tower to the west. He gave an overview of the site plan for the entire COV
restaurant including the portion where the addition, if approved, would be on the northwest corner
of the existing restaurant. The building addition would be approximately 500 square feet in order
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to allow more public access to areas of the Panoway project. The addition would have a take-out
window, as well as 17 seats at an outdoor bar and 6-15 spots on a drink ledge. He noted that they
are proposing that the addition would be open from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m., Monday through
Saturday, and 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Sundays, during the months of April through November.
He noted that a portion of the addition would be within the existing property, but that the proposed
outdoor bar area would be outside of the property line and located on City right of way. He
reviewed the proposed planters that would act as a buffer along the sidewalk and Panoway area.
He noted that there would be a 12-foot setback from the planters and noted that they plan to
continue to use on-street parking and the Mill Street E parking ramp for customer parking. He
showed some renderings that depicted the proposed take-out window, the shutter system to
indicate when they are open or closed, and also showed the planter area more clearly. He noted
that this proposed addition does not require any footings because the bar would essentially just sit
on the sidewalk, so it could be removed if work is needed. He reviewed details from the Lake
Street Design Standards, and noted that the project meets all but two of the design standards. The
applicant is asking for a deviation from the 909.14A standard for Primary Opaque Surfaces, in
order to use Hardie board panels rather than one of the permitted materials - brick, stone, cast
stone, or stucco. He also explained the second deviation for the proposal related to only having
glass located on the kitchen take-out window, with the other areas having Hardie board or wood
shutter material. Sec. 909.11.B of the Design Standards, Façade Transparency, states that the
façade facing Lake Street must be 50% glass. He reviewed the design plans and showed where
the applicant is proposing to use Hardie boards. He noted that one public comment had been
provided in advance of the meeting, and that was sent to the Planning Commission and will be
made part of the record. He reviewed the questions for the Commission to consider with the
requested deviations from the Design Standards.
Chair Plantan asked if the Commission had any questions for Staff about the application.
Commissioner Merriam asked about the façade material of the existing building.
Planner Kieser stated that is something that staff tried to look into, but could not find the exact
material that was used. He noted, however, that the proposed materials would look very similar.
Commissioner Merriam stated that Planner Kieser explained this would be a temporary structure,
but noted that the renderings do not make it look like it would be very easy to take down, if needed.
She asked for an explanation of this being considered a temporary structure.
Planner Kieser explained the temporary aspect of this structure, and how it will be the applicant’s
responsibility and expense to remove it if the City needs it removed at any time. He stated that the
applicant has said it would be built like a kiosk that just sits on the sidewalk.
Commissioner Merriam asked if the roof was in two pieces since the kitchen portion would be on
their property, so that section would not need to be removed, but questioned how that would work
if the City asks them to remove the other portion.
Planner Kieser stated the applicant would have to answer that question.
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Erica Freeman, 2715 Weston Lane N, Plymouth, representative for the applicant, stated that the
roof will have a split design at the end of the kitchen. She explained that the kitchen portion of
the roof would be stationary and everything built in front of it will be built as a kiosk that can be
taken down.
Commissioner Merriam asked how much further west the proposed planters would be from the
existing planters.
Planner Kieser stated that it will probably be a few more feet than the existing planters, and noted
that the existing landscaped area would be removed.
Commissioner Stockton asked if it was reasonable to require a structure to be both temporary and
removable but also built out of brick, stone, or glass.
Planner Kieser stated that is a very good point, and that this situation is unique because some of
the structure would be in the public right-of-way. He noted that he does not think the City has had
a Design Review of a structure in the right-of-way before.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that currently, a permanent structure is not allowed to be built into
the right-of-way.
Planner Kieser stated that this was correct, and needs to be removable.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that the patio permits are temporary, and they have to be reviewed
and renewed every year. She stated that this really has the appearance of a permanent structure.
She stated that if this is approved, there are other items that will follow almost lock-step after this
item. She stated that she is uncomfortable because it seems as though the cart is going before the
horse in this situation.
Planner Kieser stated that this Design Review approval would essentially be contingent on the
additional approvals that will be reviewed and made by the City Council. He explained that the
applicant would need all of those things to be approved by the City Council for the project to
proceed, and noted that this is being brought before the Planning Commission now for Design
Review, so when it does go to Council, staff can bring all of the required approval requests to them
at once, rather than a piece-by-piece approval process.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that to her it seems as though it is not in keeping with how the
City does things. She stated that it appears as though this process is jumping ahead, and believes
a Design Review should be done after some of the other variances have been granted by the
Council.
Planner Kieser clarified that there are no variances needed for the proposal, but additional permits
and a text amendment to the right of way ordinance; however, the process point she has raised is
fair.
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Commissioner Stockton asked if this is indeed a temporary structure, because it does look more
permanent. She stated that she would like to know whether the City wants it to look temporary or
function more temporarily, and why.
Planner Kieser stated that is not a question that has been discussed very much because this is the
first application for something like this that would go in the right-of-way.
Commissioner Stockton stated that she asked the question because she thinks it would be a
disservice to the City to make the structure look temporary in nature.
City Attorney Schelzel stated that Commissioner Stockton has raised a good point, and explained
that the temporary requirement does not have to do with the Design Standards, but rather is a
requirement of the City’s right-of-way ordinance. He explained that when someone is granted a
license to put something in the right-of-way, generally, the City needs it to be removable when the
permit expires or if the City or someone like the electrical company needs to come in and do work
in the right of way. He noted that Staff has discussed this dynamic and feels that temporary, in
this context, means that a structure has to be removable at the owner’s expense and not the City’s
expense.
Commissioner Douglas stated that she is also having a difficult time with this because she agrees
with Commissioner Bashioum that this is putting the cart before the horse. She asked what other
reasons there may be for the City to ask them to remove this structure, and gave an example of a
liquor violation. She asked if these things would be listed in the agreement.
City Attorney Schelzel explained that that kind of issue is not part of the Design Review, but noted
that if a permit holder violates a term of a permit, such as repeated liquor violations, the City can
revoke the permit. Upon revocation of the permit, the property owner would need to remove
everything that had been permitted from the right-of-way.
Ms. Freeman stated that part of why the renderings are making the structure appear more
permanent than it is, is because they did initially design it to be permanent before they discovered
where the property line was located. She stated that they were under the impression that the entire
existing patio was within the applicant’s property boundaries. She stated that they have reached
out to reputable companies that do the mobile bars for stadiums, such as Target Field, and feel
completely confident that they can execute this design so it looks high quality, like it belongs here,
and does not look temporary, even though it can be removed. She stated that the utilities will be
plugged in through the kitchen so they will not need to run separate plumbing or permanent
footings.
Applicant representative, Dean Vlahos of COV restaurant, stated that he has spent a lot of money
on this project and that because this is at the main intersection for the City, it needs to look
beautiful. He stated that he doesn’t feel it should be made to look like a temporary structure. He
stated that he feels it should look like a permanent structure, but be temporary. He stated that City
Manager Dahl had asked him if he would create something that would add a lot of activity to the
area, and he thinks this is the perfect scenario because it can serve food out of a window that will
be more affordable. He shared the special menu that he has created for this new venture. He noted
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that the only way he can make this profitable is to also sell liquor at an outdoor bar that would be
contained and beautiful. He stated that he believes COV has already done a lot for the City, and
believes this would be a great addition to the activity that the City is looking for in this area. He
stated that he is even willing to open up the bar and serve hot chocolate or tea for any of the
promotions that the City may have during the winter months. He stated that everything that COV
has already done has been beautiful, and this will be no different. He noted that he has never had
a liquor violation in all his years in business. He stated that he is also committing to maintaining
the public area to make sure it always looks nice.
Commissioner Douglas asked whether people can also get liquor from the walk-up take-out
window.
Mr. Vlahos stated that City Manager Dahl had asked him about serving liquor in the public area
in between the restroom and their restaurant. He explained the necessary controls and
responsibilities, and gave an example of someone older than 21 ordering two margaritas and taking
them out to the public area, where one of them was handed to someone under age. He explained
that he would be responsible for that, and stated that he cannot serve liquor from the take-out
window unless the City wants to enclose the area and have it secured so he can control it. He noted
that in the outdoor bar area, he can serve liquor, but customers cannot leave that area with a drink,
and will be carded before the drink is served.
Ms. Freeman explained that the experience they would be offering is to be able to get food from
the walk-up window, and then take that food out into the public plaza area. Or they could sit at the
bar and get a cocktail and look at action.
Mr. Vlahos stated that he believes this venture will be very successful and will attract people from
all over the area, because it will have a lower price point. He stated that on a side note, he would
like to ask the City to put a restroom sign on the restrooms because everyone is still using his
restrooms.
Commissioner Merriam asked about the bar table that can sit six people, noting that it looks pretty
open and would be easy to leave there and go out onto the plaza. She asked if there would be a
staff member sitting outside near the edge of the planters to control people trying to leave.
Mr. Vlahos stated that he will eliminate the bar table because he doesn’t like it and feels the
entrance area should be an entrance area. He stated he agrees that it would be too risky to have
someone take a drink and just walk out, so he will be eliminating that portion of the design.
Commissioner Merriam asked how someone would be able to go sit at the bar.
Mr. Vlahos stated that it would be no different than a Maynard’s or Fletchers.
Commissioner Merriam asked if they had ever thought about eliminating the shutters from the
design.
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Mr. Vlahos stated that he has not thought that through yet, but thinks he will leave the kitchen
open as long as he leaves the bar open, because it is important to have people eating while they are
drinking. He stated that there will be heaters in the kitchen, so the equipment does not freeze, and
also in the bar area so it could be opened up during the winter months.
Ms. Freeman stated that the shutters partly come from extending the ambiance of what is inside,
so it is a continuation of the restaurant where there are shutters that flip up like that on the existing
interior bar. She explained that it will also give Mr. Vlahos some security because it will be closed
at night and during the winter months to ensure that nobody is in there, breaking things.
Mr. Vlahos noted that the kitchen will also be air conditioned during the summer months, so the
employees are comfortable.
Chair Plantan asked where the vent exhaust for the kitchen would be located.
Mr. Vlahos stated that it will exit out of the box that is shown on the renderings.
Ms. Freeman stated that they have spoken with their contractor and his recommendation is to put
a mini-split type system on the wall inside the kitchen space because the space is so small. She
stated that it is not shown on the renderings, but their contractor has said that it may be on a small
corner of the kitchen roof.
Mr. Vlahos explained that the vent can be put so it is facing the existing patio. He stated that this
is not a large area, and the goal is just to create some energy for people walking down the street,
and create more activity for the City. He stated that what the City did with the approval of Grocer’s
Table and the other patio areas will add a lot of fun and atmosphere for the City because this is a
great community, and he feels it absolutely needs energy and will be great for everyone.
There being no additional questions from the Commission for the applicant, Chair Plantan opened
the public hearing on the application at 7:26 pm.
Terri Huml-Fox, 293 Grace Point Court, noted that she is the owner of Gianni’s. She stated that
98% of every phone call and comment she has gotten has been in support of what they have done
for their patio. She stated that Mr. Vlahos and COV sit in a very unique place because that building
is always in the forefront of any map or advertising about the City. She stated that in this industry,
at this time, it is the most challenging thing to just stay afloat. She is so grateful for the support
Gianni’s and other restaurants have received from the community. She stated that she feels what
Mr. Vlahos is proposing is absolutely perfect for what this community is looking for in the future.
She stated that she likes to look at the big picture, and listed some of the other food services that
exist or will be coming to the area. She stated that she thinks restaurants are going to be the most
exciting thing that keeps bringing people back to the community. She fully supports this
application by Mr. Vlahos, and encouraged the Commissioners to take into consideration that
everything should be done in a top notch, first class fashion, because that will speak to who we are
as a City.
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Commissioner Stockton stated that before moving to Wayzata about 5 years ago, she lived in
Singapore and Manhattan Beach where she was near the water and liked the port city feel of the
restaurants. She stated that when she came here, she felt that Wayzata could become a more
vibrant port city and thinks that projects like this will add to that. She stated that rather than
focusing on the devastation to the restaurant industry because of COVID-19, she thinks the City
should be thinking about the Comprehensive Plan and the walkability of the City. She stated that
in terms of adding vibrancy and a place to go and serve the public as an extension of what has
already been accomplished. She asked if the City was looking at the walkability component to
this application and noted that she does not see this encroaching on the sidewalk at all.
Cathy Iverson, 220 Central Avenue South, stated that she is a bit concerned that it has been stated
multiple times that City Manager Dahl wants to sell liquor on the plaza. She stated that there was
also a statement made that City Manager Dahl told Mr. Vlahos to build this. She noted that this is
the first time she has heard those comments which she finds concerning. She stated that there is
no equipment allowed on rooftop, so that detail needs to be clarified. She stated that she has also
traveled to Asia and does not feel Wayzata is a port city and does not agree with Commissioner
Stockton’s portrayal. She stated that her concern, as a citizen, has to do with the comments about
what the City Manager is or is not saying. She stated that she would like City Attorney Schelzel
to speak to this issue, and reiterated that she is gravely concerned if the Lake Effect walkway that
the City just spent a lot of money on is just going to become a place for people to sell liquor. She
stated that she does not agree with that approach at all.
Director Goellner stated that she was in the meeting with City Manager Dahl and Mr. Vlahos this
past summer. They were observing the public space and asked Mr. Vlahos if he had any ideas on
how to keep the space lively, but also if he had any ideas about managing the space because this
is a new public space for the City. She explained that they had asked him if he had any other plans
for his patio, including expansion plans, and how he planned on using the space to liven up the
pedestrian activity in the area. She stated that at the time of the meeting, Mr. Vlahos was also
concerned about his proximity to the public restrooms, and expressed the desire to screen himself
from that area and discussed how the public property would interplay with his private property.
She stated that after they spoke about those things, they talked a little about liquor and service of
liquor but the conversation did not revolve around the point, nor that this public space should be
there to serve liquor. Instead, it was about having a space for people to use. After this discussion,
Mr. Vlahos designed the proposal that is being presented to the Commission tonight. She noted
that the beginning of the process included a misunderstanding of where the property line was
actually located. She noted that now that the property line is known, and that has changed the
process because there is public right of way involved in the application.
Commissioner Stockton stated that her use of the phrase ‘port city’ may have been too aggressive,
and clarified she simply meant to take advantage of the water.
There being no one else wishing to provide public comment on the application, Chair Plantan
closed the public hearing at 7:37 pm.
Chair Plantan asked for the Commission to share their questions and feedback on the application.
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Commissioner Merriam asked if having alcoholic beverages on the plaza would be legal.
Director Goellner stated that it is not legal to have liquor anywhere outside of a contained and
licensed space as part of a private business. She stated that Mr. Vlahos is suggesting that where
the drink rail is located on the south portion of the proposal will actually need to be closed off with
a stronger delineation, if this moves forward. She explained that City department heads have been
meeting about this proposal for a few months, and have been talking to both the City Clerk and
the Police Chief about liquor licensing and their provisions. One of the most important pieces of
that is a clear delineation between liquor service area and no liquor service areas, and at this point
there is not liquor service allowed within the public right-of-way.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that she would like to just reiterate that alcohol or bars are not
allowed in public right-of-way, whether it is contained or not contained.
Director Goellner agreed that having an outdoor bar is strictly prohibited under the City’s ROW
Ordinance, but noted that an outdoor café format would allow it alongside food service. But a bar
where the drinks are actually mixed is different, and is not permitted in the right-of-way.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that the Commission is once again being asked to vote on
something that is currently illegal.
Director Goellner stated that she thinks the best way to look at this is that the Council will be
considering the feedback from the Commission on the design of the proposed building addition,
but also their input on how the right-of-way should be used in this area.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that she has a lot of sympathy for Mr. Vlahos for having the public
restrooms placed in such close proximity to the entrance of his restaurant and patio. She stated
that she understands that he is trying to come up with something to mitigate the presence of those
restrooms; however, she is not feeling that this proposal is the right thing to do. She stated she does
not appreciate the process of asking the Planning Commission to vote on something that has
ramifications, and thinks this process has been backwards.
Commissioner Flannigan stated that he thinks this is an intriguing option for the space. He noted
that what he thinks is being seen in the City is that all ships are rising in this tide because of the
tumultuous times. He feels the entrepreneurial spirit in the City is taking a front seat and bringing
the residents, as well as those in the area, an amazing experience. He stated that the utilization of
this space, which would otherwise be somewhat dead, is a neat project and one that he would
commend City Manager Dahl, Director Goellner, and Mr. Vlahos for coming together and talking
about. He stated that as this application relates to Design Standard deviations, they have his full
support. The work that has been done to this building has been beautiful and has had a positive
impact on the entire landscape. He stated that he believes that the extent to which the proposed
addition advances specific policies and provisions of the Comprehensive Plan would be positive,
and have a positive effect on the area, and explained that he would also fully support this with the
two design deviations. He stated that he feels this is a very intriguing option for the City to pursue.
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Commissioner Parkhill stated that he has no issue with the requested deviations from the Design
Standards. His only concern is that he is not sure that the first thing someone would see when they
drive into the City should be a bunch of people standing at a bar. He stated that he would prefer
that to be in some of the other patios spaces, and he’d prefer to look at a nice patio as he drove into
town, although he recognizes that there is a toilet nearby. He reiterated that he is fine with the
deviations, supporting the City’s businesses, and feels this falls into line with the Comprehensive
Plan regarding bringing vitality and life to the lakefront.
Commissioner Douglas stated that she is also okay with the two design standard deviations. She
stated that she thinks this application is premature because it sounds like they are still working out
a lot of things besides the design related to infringement on City property. She stated that she does
not like the proposal where you go in the west door, and the bar is wide open. She is glad that Mr.
Vlahos explained that they would be taking out the stand-up bar. She stated that she thinks there
should also be planters or something in that area so it is not just wide open and people could just
easily leave. She stated that for families, she believes that the planters need to be continued around
in a U shape. She stated that they also have not shown the ventilation system, and whether it will
be on the roof or not. She stated that she thinks there are many details that should be known before
this moves forward. She stated that she agrees that what COV has done has been a great addition
to the City. She noted that she loves what they have done, and feels that the building design has
captured what the City is. She stated that she just wished that the City had the other things ironed
out before the Commission was asked to consider it, because it seems like a backwards process.
She stated that if the Commission is just looking at design standards, she is fine with the deviations.
Commissioner Stockton stated that from a design point of view, she has no problem with the
concept and is in favor of the idea. She stated that she feels that the City owes it to the community
to be forward thinking with how interior and exterior spaces are merged in a time of COVID and
a future that is changing. She stated that even for the winter months, there is an opportunity to
consider the possibilities for the enjoyment of the community as a way to get outdoors and have
somewhere to go. She stated that this is the concept phase, so it would be premature to affirm the
entire design. She agreed that there are some questions that still need to be answered, such as the
roof ventilation and some flow issues, but feels strongly that the City needs to be future oriented
and think about merging indoor and outdoor spaces with the City’s eateries.
Commissioner Douglas stated that this is the final review from the Commission, and is not just a
preliminary review.
Director Goellner agreed that if the Commission is comfortable with conditions, this could be the
Commission’s final review. She noted that during discussion she has heard a few conditions pop
up that she could restate after everyone has had a chance to speak. She explained that what she
has heard so far that seems very important is the ventilation, and ensuring that it is fully screened,
that the drink rail area should be closed off with planters, so there is clear delineation and a more
family friendly experience for people entering on the west side.
City Attorney Schelzel stated that the Commission is talking about many issues in their discussion
that will be helpful to the Council as they wrestle with these issues, but that the Commission
ultimately needs to deliver a report and recommendation on the design of what has been submitted
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with the application. He stated that there will be things that can be tweaked in the design, but as
far as the criteria under the design standards, this is potentially the Commission’s final review of
the design. He stated that if the applicant wants to tweak things and needs another deviation, then
it would have to come back to the Planning Commission. He explained that as long as the applicant
meets the standards and any recommended conditions, the project could have a recommendation
of design approval, if that is the direction the Commission gives, and then the Council would act
upon the application, along with the other approvals that this project will require.
Chair Plantan stated that she is struggling with this proposal, and agrees that the design review
seems to be done in haste, since the current right-of-way ordinance does not allow alcohol service
on public property. She stated that she cannot think of a worse place to have alcohol service than
this proposed location. She stated that since the Commission is just reviewing the design, she is
in favor of the proposed material deviation to match the existing building, and is in favor of the
proposed façade transparency deviation for the wood shutters, but is concerned about transparency
when they would be down. She stated that it looks as though this is sticking out about 25 feet.
She stated that people were concerned about the restrooms sticking out like a shipping container
and now this would be something else that sticks out that is solid with the shutters down blocking
the view of the plaza area. She stated that this proposal impedes the view of the lake, and is another
project eating up the area. She stated that it feels like there is another place where this bar could
be placed, and noted that there is no hardship stated in the application. She stated that she does
not understand why the plan couldn’t be changed to move the bar so it is within the property lines.
She noted that it appears as though it would be easier to have café style seating in the right-of-way
rather than an actual bar. She noted that nowhere in the Comprehensive Plan does it state that
there needs to be bar service connected to the Panoway. She stated that she does not think there
needs to be something actually on the Panoway serving alcohol, because there are many other
places where people can go get a drink in the area. She stated that she wanted to make that
statement so the Council understands her opinion on the location of the proposed bar. She
explained that she would approve the building material deviation but not the shutters.
Commissioner Bashioum asked Planner Kieser to address the letter from the law office that was
included in the packet.
Planner Kieser stated that his understanding was that the letter was mostly against a code
amendment allowing a bar in the public right-of-way. He noted that this letter will be included in
the record when that is addressed by the Council but is not applicable to the Design Standards.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that the letter did mention the walkability and the sidewalk
encroachment, and asked if there would be any reason to think that this design would encroach on
the walkability through the Panoway area.
Planner Kieser stated that the lens that staff reviewed the project through was the Design Standards,
and specifically the Lake Street District criteria with relation to the sidewalk clearance, which is
different than the sidewalk café permit standards. He stated that the Lake Street Design District
requires 12 feet of clearance for the sidewalk, and this project and addition shows 12 feet of
clearance. This project does extend more to the west into the Panoway project, but the walkability
and clearance met the criteria.
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Commissioner Merriam stated that she agrees with much of what Chair Plantan stated. She has
concerns about a bar in this location, and feels Panoway is meant to be enjoyed by people of all
generations. It seems to her that a bar where people sit and drink, in such a profoundly public area,
would detract from a family experience. She stated that she can totally see having the kitchen
there and food take-out, as well as a little café, but not this type of structure that appears so
permanent. She stated that she thinks there are other ways to achieve their goals than what is being
presented.
Commissioner Stockton asked if there is a way to work with the business owner to address the
concerns being raised up front.
Commissioner Parkhill stated that Chair Plantan made a great point about this proposal blocking
25 more feet of the lake, and he is not for the proposed façade transparency deviation. He thinks
the City needs to keep that as open as possible so people can see out to the lake when they are
driving down Broadway Avenue. He agreed with the suggestion that there be café seating in this
area, but would still support the use of Hardie board.
City Attorney Schelzel stated that as for process, staff needs to come back to the Commission with
a draft report and recommendation that reflects their direction on the proposed design. He noted
that based on the discussion, there are three things that would be good to include in a motion and
report: direction on the two requested deviations, and direction from the Commission on their
concerns related to modifications to the right-of-way ordinance, even thought that is not really
what is before the Commission tonight. He stated that he thinks the opinion of the Commission
on things beyond design could be included as an appendix to the report and recommendation, in
order to get this feedback to the Council, or simply reflected in the minutes.
Director Goellner stated that she supports that approach, and has taken several notes on right-ofway things that she has heard shared by the Commissioners that can be incorporated in the report
and brought to the Council.
There being no further discussion, Chair Plantan asked for a motion on the application.
Commissioner Parkhill made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Flannigan, to direct staff to
prepare a draft Planning Commission Report and Recommendation with appropriate findings
reflecting a recommendation of: approval of the opaque surface standard deviation for the use of
Hardie board to be reviewed and adopted at the next Planning Commission meeting; denial of the
façade transparency standard deviation request for review and adoption at the next Planning
Commission meeting; and inclusion of feedback for the Council that the Planning Commission
has concerns about the proposal blocking the lake view; alcohol service or a bar being put in so
near to the Panoway project, with this being the primary focus of the entry into the City; concerns
about ventilation and items located on the roof; and ensuring that any permitted alcohol service is
separated properly from the Panoway project.
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Commissioner Douglas stated that she also feels the wall should be extended around so it is not
open on the south side of the structure. She asked if the motion could be amended to include that
comment.
Commissioner Parkhill stated that would be fine but felt he had implied that when he stated that it
was separated properly from the Panoway project.
Commissioner Parkhill amended the motion to include the recommendation that the commission
would like to see the planter wall extended around so the structure is not open on the south side.
Commissioner Merriam stated that what she feels the Commission is mostly concerned about with
regard to the façade transparency is that there is a view of the lake from Lake Street and beyond.
She asked if the lake could be seen if it were all windows, and noted that this is a discussion about
a structure on City right-of-way, and asked if the City would want glass or open air. She stated
that they are asking for a deviation from the glass standard, but she feels like the City would not
even want glass in this location.
Commissioner Parkhill stated that he thinks that feedback can become part of the Commission’s
report, but is not part of the actual request. He stated that in his personal opinion he doesn’t think
anything should be there, and should just be a nice patio and if they want to serve wine on it that
would be great, but does not think it should block anyone’s view of the lake.
Commissioner Merriam stated that she agreed, but does not know how to respond to the motion.
Commissioner Parkhill stated that he believes that the Commission is saying that it would deny
the applicant’s request for less than 50% transparency in the façade, with the note to the Council
that the Commission would prefer there to be nothing in the right-of-way.
City Attorney Schelzel stated that he heard that the motion was essentially to deny that requested
design standard deviation, and the applicant would have to conform to that design standard. The
note to the Council would be that this is driven by a concern about the lake view, and that they
would like it to stay as open as possible. He asked Director Goellner if the transparency
requirement requires glass only, or if open air would also conform with this standard.
Director Goellner stated that this is an interesting piece, and the way that the code reads is that the
standard requires that no less than 50% of the ground level façade of any building fronting Lake
Street be transparent glass. She clarified that it states ‘ground level façade’ of any building, so if
that is open space, they would need to think about that way of interpreting the code. She stated
that she thinks she understands what she is hearing from the majority of the Commission is that
there are concerns about any type of façade at all in this location.
City Attorney Schelzel stated that if it is not glass, it seems to him that they would need the
deviation they are asking for. He explained that if the standard is to have glass, and they want
shutters, they’d need the deviation.
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Chair Plantan stated that the concern is that when the shutters are down, it is completely opaque
so there is no transparency.
City Attorney Schelzel stated that he thinks they may need a deviation if they want no shutters and
no glass with a different architectural solution. He stated that he thinks this can be worked through
in the report and made clear. He stated that he believes Commissioner Parkhill accepted a friendly
amendment from Commissioner Douglas, but did not hear Commissioner Flannigan agree as the
seconder.
Commissioner Flannigan stated that he would agree to the friendly amendment on the motion.
Commissioner Douglas asked if façade just refers to the side that faces Lake Street, or is it the
whole structure.
Director Goellner stated that the language specifically says ‘fronting Lake Street’.
Planner Kieser clarified that there is another requirement that states that 25% of the other facades,
which in this case would be the side and rear façade, need to be glass.
Commissioner Bashioum stated that she is confused whether these parameters apply to a
permanent building or a temporary structure. She asked if there were different standards for
something that would be temporary.
Planner Kieser stated that there are not separate design standards for temporary or removable
structures. He stated that the design standards are pretty much for any new construction, even
though, in this case it would be considered removable, these standards would still apply.
Commissioner Bashioum confirmed that this structure is being treated as though it were a
permanent structure.
Director Goellner stated that she will summarize this discussion about transparency to note that
the glass is what would typically be used as the transparent material, and the issue with this
structure is that transparency is only going to be achieved from 11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. and not
full-time, so the lake view will be blocked during the times the shutters are closed. She noted that
when the code was written, she believes that open air structures on private property were very
uncommon.
Commissioner Douglas stated that when shutters are open there is more than 50% transparency.
Commissioner Flannigan stated that the City continues to put trees in everywhere, such as on the
sidewalks, which blocks the sidewalks, and those would not be considered transparent. He stated
that this is something that ultimately the Council will address and handle. He feels that the
Commission has given enough information to staff to put in the report that will reflect the
Commission recommendations.
There being no further discussion on the motion, Chair Plantan asked for a roll call vote.
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Director Goellner completed a roll call vote on the motion. Upon a vote, the motion carried 6
ayes, 1 nay (Bashioum).
Chair Plantan asked City Attorney Schelzel to summarize what the Commission just voted on.
City Attorney Schelzel explained that the motion directed staff to prepare and bring back to the
next Planning Commission meeting a draft report and recommendation reflecting approval of the
requested design deviation for building materials and denial of the request for transparency. The
report will also note the concerns that the Commission has with the overall proposal.
AGENDA ITEM 6. Other Items:
a) Review of Development Activities
Planner Kieser stated that at the next Planning Commission meeting there will be one development
application scheduled for a lot combination subdivision at 522 and 530 Harrington Road.
b) Planning Commissioner Liaison Schedule and City Meeting Calendar
AGENDA ITEM 7. Adjournment.
There being no further business on the agenda, Chair Plantan asked for a motion to adjourn.
Commissioner Parkhill made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Stockton, to adjourn the
Planning Commission meeting.
Director Goellner completed a roll call vote on the motion. The motion carried unanimously.
The Planning Commission meeting was adjourned at 8:22 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Kayla Atkins Rokosz
TimeSaver Off Site Secretarial, Inc.
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City of Wayzata
City Council Agenda Report

MEETING DATE: March 16, 2021
AGENDA ITEM: 8.d
TITLE: Consider Resolution 11-2021 Adopting Panoway Signage Design Standards
PROPOSED MOTION: To Adopt Resolution 11-2021 Adopting Panoway Signage Design Standards
PREPARED BY: Emily Goellner, Community Development Director
REVIEWED BY: Jeff Dahl, City Manager
ACTION REQUESTED:
Staff recommends adoption of Resolution 11-2021 Adopting Panoway Signage Design Standards
FINANCIAL OR BUDGET CONSIDERATION:
The Design Standards as associated with the City’s Naming and Dedication Policy, which provides a
framework for the City to accept monetary or in-kind donations that will reduce or offset costs that might
otherwise be burdened to City tax payers. Philanthropic funds have been are still expected to fund a
significant portion of costs associated with Phase 2 of Panoway on Wayzata Bay.
BACKGROUND:
On March 2, 2021, the City Council adopted a City-wide Naming and Dedication Policy after several years of
discussions about the importance of offsetting costs of the project through local philanthropy. The Policy refers
to a Design Guide for elements within the Panoway on Wayzata Bay project.
At a workshop on the same evening, the Council reviewed a first draft of the attached Design Guide. The
Wayzata Conservancy, in partnership with HGA Architects, has utilized feedback received at the workshop,
which is summarized in the attached narrative from Conservancy Chair Mullin.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
Wayzata Conservancy Cover Letter for Panoway Signage Design Standards
2.
RES 11-2021 Adopting Naming and Dedication Signage Design Standards
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March 8, 2021
Wayzata City Council & Staff
℅ Jeff Dahl, City Manager
email: jdahl@wayzata.org
Wayzata City Council and Staff,
On March 2nd, 2021 The Wayzata Conservancy and their design partner, HGA
Architects, presented draft design ideas for review and comment at a work session of
the Wayzata City Council. Feedback from the Council included:
●
●
●
●

In general decreasing the overall size of signage
Using bench signage only on the front (wrapping the side) of benches,
eliminating any signage on the seated portion of the bench
Limiting the overall number of naming and dedication opportunities is sized to
ensure that what is placed in the landscape is “special”
Not overcrowding or cluttering the landscape

That feedback has been carefully reviewed and incorporated into the the attached
recommended Design Standards for Panoway Naming and Dedication Signage. We look
forward to review individual tributes with the Council, per the Naming and Dedication
Policy adopted on March 2, 2021.
Thank you for your guidance and leadership as we continue to build a beautiful
lakefront experience that will have a positive impact in the life of Wayzata residents for
years to come.
Sincerely,

Andrew Mullin
Wayzata Conservancy Board Chair
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RESOLUTION NO. 11- 2021
RESOLUTION ADOPTING PANOWAY SIGNAGE DESIGN STANDARDS
WHEREAS, pursuant to City Council Resolution 07-2021, the City of Wayzata has
adopted a Naming and Dedication Policy (the “Policy”) that calls for Council-approved design
standards for all Panoway signage; and
WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed the Panoway Signage Design Standards
attached to this Resolution, and finds they are consistent with the Policy, and the City plans and
goals for Panoway.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of Wayzata, Minnesota,
that the Panoway Signage Design Standards attached to this Resolution are hereby approved and
adopted.
Adopted by the Wayzata City Council this 16th day of March, 2021.

____________________________________
Johanna Mouton, Mayor

ATTEST:
__________________________________________
Jeffrey Dahl, City Manager
ACTION ON THIS RESOLUTION:
Motion for adoption:
Seconded by:
Voted in favor of:
Voted against:
Abstained:
Absent:
Resolution Adopted
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I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of a resolution adopted by the City
Council of the City of Wayzata, Minnesota, at a duly authorized meeting held on
_____________, 2021.
_____________________________________________
Kathy Leervig, Deputy City Clerk
ATTACHMENT:
Panoway Signage Design Standards
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WAYZATA CONSERVANCY
SIGNAGE DESIGN STANDARDS
for EDUCATIONAL, INFORMATIONAL, HONORIFIC,
AND DONOR RECOGNITION SIGNAGE
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PANOWAY NAMING & DEDICATION OPPORTUNITIES
The Wayzata Conservancy worked with a design
firm and fundraising professional to prioritize
project elements that have the broadest appeal
while at the same time limiting the number of
sponsorship and recognition opportunities so
that the Panoway area is not overwhelmed with
signage, tributes etc.

Based on feedback from the Wayzata City
Council the full inventory list has been
refined/ reduced further reflecting where the
conservancy will focus efforts initially .

#

Component

Description

Amount

1

Overall project

Naming rights to entire Panoway Project

$2M

2

Boardwalk

Naming rights to the boardwalk itself

$1M

3

Eco Park

Naming rights to this area

$750k

4

Depot Park

Naming rights to this area

$750k

5

Deck/Pergola

Naming rights to deck/structure

$250k

6

Plaza Park

Naming rights to this area

$250k

7

Fountain

Naming rights to this area

$100k

8

Fountain Bench
(2)
Community
Hearth (2)
Stone Benches
(20)
Adirondacks
(10)
Harvest table
(4)
Terrace table
(10)

Dedication with image or likeness (limited
to 2 plaques only)

$25k ea

9
10
11
12
13

$50k ea
$5,000 ea
$2,500 ea
$3,500 ea
$2,000 ea

3
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COMPLIMENT EXISTING SIGNAGE

4
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SIGNAGE OPPORTUNITY AREAS
Existing historic district way-finding signage is
high-contrast, with a dark background and
white text. The text is a serif font and speaks to a
traditional character.

The proposed Panoway signage concept relates
to the high contrast signage, includes a serif font
to relate the existing way-finding. The signage
concept aims to bridge traditional with the
modern aesthetic of the Panoway landscape to
achieve timelessness and versatility.

STREET SIDE
TREES & PLANTERS

WEST
GARDENS

FOUNTAIN
AREA

EAST
GARDENS

WEST
LAWN

LAKESIDE
PLANTERS

PARK
PLAZA

EAST
LAWN

BIRCH
GROVE

BROADWAY
PLAZA

5
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SIGNAGE TYPES
The powder-coated warm bronze was selected
for the informational, educational, and honorific
signage to relate to the existing historic district
way-finding and designation signage.
(Exhibit A)

The stainless steel/aluminum was selected for
all donor recognition signage as it relates to the
modern aesthetic of the Panoway landscape,
and visually subtle against the white benches.
(Exhibit B)
To create a cohesive family, all sign-types will
use Garamond font for text and will be etched
into the surface material.

Font: (serif) Garamond
Material: Powdercoated Warm Bronze
EXHIBIT A

Font: (serif) Garamond
Material: Stainless Steel/Aluminum
EXHIBIT B

6
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DISTINCTLY WAYZATA
The design concept highlights Wayzata’s
history. Historic maps and photographs create a
concept rooted in the uniqueness of this place.
composite kettle lake
sacred grounds
vibrant community
picturesque forests
meandering shoreline
islands and secluded bays

EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT C

7
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INFORMATIONAL, EDUCATION, HONORIFIC

TIER 1A (EXISTING) STANDARDS
Material: Powdercoated warm bronze
Text: None
Size: Varies relative to existing plaque
Characters: None
Image: Historic image relevant to subject
may be etched/painted into border above

The existing plaque may be secured to the bentform sign. A powder coated steel frame panel
will sit elevated above the plaque allowing for
text to be read. This example incorporates a
historic image of Spirit Knob, which is visible
from the sign location.

18”

4’

17”

17”

18”

Existing educational and informational plaques
to be incorporated with the design standards
shall adhere Tier 1A standards.

EXHIBIT A: Elevation

EXHIBIT B: Section

8
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INFORMATIONAL, EDUCATION, HONORIFIC
TIER 1B (NEW) STANDARDS

All new educational and informational signage
shall adhere to Tier 1B standards.
This example incorporates a historic image
of Spirit Knob, which is visible from the sign
location etched into the surface.
1’-10’

1’-10’

Material: Powdercoated warm bronze
Body Text: Garamond 1/4”
Title Text: Garamond 5/8”
Size: Legible Surface 18” x 18”, 4’ height
Characters: 750 maximum, Centered
Image: Historic image relevant to subject
may be etched/painted as background texture
(Exhibit A)

NDS

was 70 feet
nd mound
arger round
ciety in 1867.

EXHIBIT A
18”

e contents,
ed under state
uilding began
onka were

18”

Native American Burial Grounds
Native American Burial Grounds

18”

people.

Three burial mounds were located in Wayzata well before the arrival of Euro-American
Three burial mounds were located in Wayzata well before the arrival of Euro-American
settlements. The first mound, nearest the corner of Walker and Indian Mound Streets,
settlements.
was a
The first mound, nearest the corner of Walker and Indian Mound Streets, was a
large circular mound 50 feet in diameter and 3.5 feet high. It overlooked Lake Minnetonka,
large circular
a
mound 50 feet in diameter and 3.5 feet high. It overlooked Lake Minnetonka, a
spiritual place for the native peoples.
spiritual place for the native peoples.

18”

ements. The
nd 50 feet in
peoples.

The second mound, just a short distance to the east, situated parallel to India MoundThe
Street,
second
was mound, just a short distance to the east, situated parallel to India Mound Street, was
70 feet long, 22 feet wide and 1.5 feet high. The third mound, several feet to the north
70 of
feetthe
long, 22 feet wide and 1.5 feet high. The third mound, several feet to the north of the
second mound and well into the Wayzata public square, was also round and about one
second
half the
mound and well into the Wayzata public square, was also round and about one half the
size of the larger round mound. Two of the mounds were excavated by Dr. Domntreville
size ofofthe larger round mound. Two of the mounds were excavated by Dr. Domntreville of
the Minnesota Historical Society in 1867.
the Minnesota Historical Society in 1867.
Euro-American desecrated many of the mounds around Lake Minnetonka and removed
Euro-American
the
desecrated many of the mounds around Lake Minnetonka and removed the
contents,including human remains. Today, this practice is not accepted. Mounds are contents,including
cemeteries
human remains. Today, this practice is not accepted. Mounds are cemeteries
protected under state law and remain spiritual places. According to Native Americansprotected
and
under state law and remain spiritual places. According to Native Americans and
archaeologists, mound building began in Minnesota by 500 B.C. and lasted until at least
archaeologists,
1500
mound building began in Minnesota by 500 B.C. and lasted until at least 1500
A.D. Mounds around Lake Minnetonka were built by the ancestors of the Dakota people.
A.D. Mounds around Lake Minnetonka were built by the ancestors of the Dakota people.
A Wayzata Heritage Landmark

A Wayzata Heritage Landmark

4’

4’

EXHIBIT B: Elevation

EXHIBIT C: Section

9
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Spirit Knob, seen straight ahead, reaching into the bay is a scared place for the indigenous

Across
Across the
the bay
bay isis Spirit
Spirit Knob
Knob reaching
reaching out
out into
into the
the lake
lake isis aa scared
scared place
place for
for the
the indigenous
indigenous people
people

6’

INFORMATIONAL, EDUCATION, HONORIFIC
TIER 2 STANDARDS

All new honorific, or public art signage shall
adhere to Tier 2 standards.

Material: Powdercoated warm bronze
Title Text: Garamond 2 1/2”
Size: Legible Surface 11” x various lengths, 2’
height
Characters: 35 maximum, Centered
Image: 1905 USGS map etched/painting as
background texture (Exhibit A)

EXHIBIT A

2’-0”

9 11 Memorial Grove

2’

11”

3’

EXHIBIT B: Elevation

EXHIBIT C: Section

10
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1’

DONOR RECOGNITION SIGNAGE

Dedi

1’-10”

5”

Stanle

14”
Dedicated to

on beh
gra
Jon
& great
Landon S

1/2” text

Stanley Davis
All new
donor recognition for significant
sponsorship signage shall follow Tier 1
standards.

5”

5”

1’-10”

TIER 1 STANDARDS

18”

5/8” text

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

Material: Stainless steel
Title Text: Garamond 5”
Size: Various Lengths
Characters: 35 maximum

Dedi

5/8” text

5”

1’-10”

18”

Stanle

Sandvold Lakeshore Learning Center

on beh
gra
Jon
& great
Landon S

Sandvold Lak
1/2” text

EQ.

EXHIBIT A: Elevation
14”

Lee Family Gree

5”

Dedicated to

Dedicated to

Stanley Davis

Stanley Davis

on behalf of his grandson Jon Davis
& great-grandson Landon Stanley Davis

EQ.

1’-10”

EQ.

5”

on behalf of his grandson Jon Davis
& great-grandson Landon Stanley Davis

14”
Dedicated to

Dedicated to

Stanley Davis

5”

Stanley Davis

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

EQ.

EXHIBIT B: Section

EXHIBIT C: Perspective
Dedicated to

9 1 1 M e m o r i a l G r ove

5/8” text

Native American Burial Grounds

Stanley Davis
Three burial mounds were located in Wayzata well before the arrival of Euro-American settlements. The
first mound, nearest the corner of Walker and Indian Mound Streets, was a large circular mound 50 feet

1’-10”

in diameter and 3.5 feet high. It overlooked Lake Minnetonka, a spiritual place for the native peoples.
The second mound, just a short distance to the east, situated parallel to India Mound Street, was 70 feet

18”

The design of the Memorial Grove likens the
strength and symmetry of the two Trade Center
towers in the benches (forming an 11) which
are placed in a grid of 9 trees.

long, 22 feet wide and 1.5 feet high. The third mound, several feet to the north of the second mound
and well into the Wayzata public square, was also round and about one half the size of the larger
round mound. Two of the mounds were excavated by Dr. Domntreville of the Minnesota

1/2” text

on behalf of his
grandson
Jon Davis

11

& great-grandson
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Historical Society in 1867.

Euro-American desecrated many of the mounds around Lake Minnetonka and removed the contents,
including human remains. Today, this practice is not accepted. Mounds are cemeteries protected
under state law and remain spiritual places. According to Native Americans and archaeologists,

mound building began in Minnesota by 500 B.C. and lasted until at least 1500 A.D. Mounds around
Lake Minnetonka were built by the ancestors of the Dakota people.
A Wayzata Heritage Landmark

1’-10”

DONOR RECOGNITION SIGNAGE

Dedicated to

TIER 2A (IMAGE) STANDARDS
18”

Stanley Davis

5”

1/2” text
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: 14” x 5”
Body Text: Garamond 3/8”
Text Title: Garamond 5/8”
Characters: 135 maximum, Left Justified
Image: Likeness Halftone Image Etched/painted,
4” x 3” (Exhibit B)
Background Image: 1905 USGS map etched as
background texture (Exhibit A)

14”

Dedicated to

5/8” text

Stanley Davis

1/2” text

on behalf of his
grandson
Jon Davis
& great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

1’-10”

EXHIBIT A
Dedicated to

Stanley Davis
on behalf of his grandson Jon Davis
& great-grandson Landon Stanley Davis

EQ.

EXHIBIT B

EQ.

5”

on behalf of his
grandson
Jon Davis
& great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

Donor recognition within the fountain area
(refer to page 5) may include likeness imagery
and shall adhere to Tier 2A standards.

Sandvold Lakeshore Learning Ce

18”

EQ.

1’-10”

5/8” text

14”

5”

Dedicated to

Stanley Davis

EQ.

on behalf of his grandson Jon Davis
& great-grandson Landon Stanley Davis

EXHIBIT C: ELEVATION

EXHIBIT D: Perspective

EQ.

14”
Dedicated to

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson

5”

Stanley Davis

12
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DONOR RECOGNITION SIGNAGE
TIER 2B STANDARDS
Material: Stainless Steel
Size: Legible Surface 14” x 5”, Perpendicular
Surface 5” x 5”
Body Text: Garamond 3/8”
Text Title: Garamond 5/8”
Characters: 135 maximum, Justified
Image: Handwriting Image Etched, 6”x 2” (Exhibit
B)
Background Image: 1905 USGS map etched as
background texture (Exhibit A)
5”

14”

5”

1’-10”

5”

All donor recognition signage not including
likeness imagery shall adhere to Tier 2A
standards.

Dedicated to

Stanley Davis

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

14”

EXHIBIT A

Dedicated to

5”

5”

Stanley Davis

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

EXHIBIT
C: Perspective
y Green
Lee Famil

1’-10”

EXHIBIT B

5”

14”

18”

1’-10”

Stanley Davis

on behalf of his
grandson
Jon Davis
& great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

EXHIBIT B: ELEVATION

5”

5/8” text

1/2” text

EXHIBIT D: SECTION

13
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5/8” text
18”

5”

Stanley Davis

on behalf of his grandson
Jon Davis & great-grandson
Landon Stanley Davis

1’-10”

Dedicated to

Dedicated to

Dedicated to

FUTURE PHASES
TIER 2B STANDARDS
Future phases of the Panoway project are on the
horizon.
Assuring the signage package can expand to
meet the needs of future projects is important.
The design is timeless, versatile, and able to
work together with other materials and at a
variety of scales.
Wetland Health

Wetland Health
,

Many wetlands exist because of very specific hydrological,
biological, geological, chemical, and climatic conditions.
As these conditions change, so do the wetlands.
Some wetlands, such as oxbow lakes and beaver ponds,
gradually fill in and are covered by non-wetland plant life.
Other wetland types, such as large bogs and prairie potholes,
may exist in a similar state for thousands of years. Humans
have had a dramatic effect on wetlands by altering one or
more of the conditions supporting the wetlands, hence many
wetlands on the landscape are in some state of ecological
distress. Most often humans have altered the vegetation
through grazing or clearing, or altered the hydrology by
draining or filling the wetland.

Many wetlands exist because of very specific hydrological,
biological, geological, chemical, and climatic conditions.
As these conditions change, so do the wetlands.
Some wetlands, such as oxbow lakes and beaver ponds,
gradually fill in and are covered by non-wetland plant life.
Other wetland types, such as large bogs and prairie potholes,
may exist in a similar state for thousands of years. Humans
have had a dramatic effect on wetlands by altering one or
more of the conditions supporting the wetlands, hence many
wetlands on the landscape are in some state of ecological
distress. Most often humans have altered the vegetation
through grazing or clearing, or altered the hydrology by
draining or filling the wetland.

Wetland Health
,

Many wetlands exist because of very specific hydrological,
biological, geological, chemical, and climatic conditions.
As these conditions change, so do the wetlands.
Some wetlands, such as oxbow lakes and beaver ponds,
gradually fill in and are covered by non-wetland plant life.
Other wetland types, such as large bogs and prairie potholes,
may exist in a similar state for thousands of years. Humans
have had a dramatic effect on wetlands by altering one or
more of the conditions supporting the wetlands, hence many
wetlands on the landscape are in some state of ecological
distress. Most often humans have altered the vegetation
through grazing or clearing, or altered the hydrology by
draining or filling the wetland.

Wetland Health

Wetland Health

Many wetlands exist because of very specific hydrological,
biological, geological, chemical, and climatic conditions.
As these conditions change, so do the wetlands.
Some wetlands, such as oxbow lakes and beaver ponds,
gradually fill in and are covered by non-wetland plant life.
Other wetland types, such as large bogs and prairie potholes,
may exist in a similar state for thousands of years. Humans
have had a dramatic effect on wetlands by altering one or
more of the conditions supporting the wetlands, hence many
wetlands on the landscape are in some state of ecological
distress. Most often humans have altered the vegetation
through grazing or clearing, or altered the hydrology by
draining or filling the wetland.

,

Many wetlands exist because of very specific hydrological,
biological, geological, chemical, and climatic conditions.
As these conditions change, so do the wetlands.
Some wetlands, such as oxbow lakes and beaver ponds,
gradually fill in and are covered by non-wetland plant life.
Other wetland types, such as large bogs and prairie potholes,
may exist in a similar state for thousands of years. Humans
have had a dramatic effect on wetlands by altering one or
more of the conditions supporting the wetlands, hence many
wetlands on the landscape are in some state of ecological
distress. Most often humans have altered the vegetation
through grazing or clearing, or altered the hydrology by
draining or filling the wetland.

1’-10’

,

EXHIBIT A: Concept Design for Interpretive
Signage

EXHIBIT B: Concept Design for Boardwalk
Signage
NATIVE AMERICAN BURIAL GROUNDS
Three burial mounds were located in Wayzata well before the arrival of Euro-American settlements. The
first mound, nearest the corner of Walker and Indian Mound Streets, was a large circular mound 50 feet in
diameter and 3.5 feet high. It overlooked Lake Minnetonka, a spiritual place for the native peoples.

The second mound, just a short distance to the east, situated parallel to India Mound Street, was 70 feet
long, 22 feet wide and 1.5 feet high. The third mound, several feet to the north of the second mound
and well into the Wayzata public square, was also round and about one half the size of the larger round
mound. Two of the mounds were excavated by Dr. Domntreville of the Minnesota Historical Society in 1867.

The second mound, just a short distance to the east, situated parallel to India Mound Street, was 70 feet
long, 22 feet wide and 1.5 feet high. The third mound, several feet to the north of the second mound
and well into the Wayzata public square, was also round and about one half the size of the larger round
mound. Two of the mounds were excavated by Dr. Domntreville of the Minnesota Historical Society in 1867.

18”

A Wayzata Heritage Landmark

Native American Burial Grounds

18”
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Spirit Knob
Knob reaching
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lake isis aa scared
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for the
the indigenous
indigenous people
people

Euro-American desecrated many of the mounds around Lake Minnetonka and removed the contents,
including human remains. Today, this practice is not accepted. Mounds are cemeteries protected under state
law and remain spiritual places. According to Native Americans and archaeologists, mound building began
in Minnesota by 500 B.C. and lasted until at least 1500 A.D. Mounds around Lake Minnetonka were
built by the ancestors of the Dakota people.
A Wayzata Heritage Landmark
Spirit Knob, seen straight ahead, reaching into the bay is a scared place for the indigenous people.

Three burial mounds were located in Wayzata well before the arrival of Euro-American
settlements. The first mound, nearest the corner of Walker and Indian Mound Streets, was a
large circular mound 50 feet in diameter and 3.5 feet high. It overlooked Lake Minnetonka, a
spiritual place for the native peoples.

18”

Euro-American desecrated many of the mounds around Lake Minnetonka and removed the contents,
including human remains. Today, this practice is not accepted. Mounds are cemeteries protected under state
law and remain spiritual places. According to Native Americans and archaeologists, mound building began
in Minnesota by 500 B.C. and lasted until at least 1500 A.D. Mounds around Lake Minnetonka were
built by the ancestors of the Dakota people.

4’-3”

NATIVE AMERICAN BURIAL GROUNDS
Three burial mounds were located in Wayzata well before the arrival of Euro-American settlements. The
first mound, nearest the corner of Walker and Indian Mound Streets, was a large circular mound 50 feet in
diameter and 3.5 feet high. It overlooked Lake Minnetonka, a spiritual place for the native peoples.

Spirit Knob, seen straight ahead, reaching into the bay is a scared place for the indigenous people.

6’

3’
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for the
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indigenous people
people

The second mound, just a short distance to the east, situated parallel to India Mound Street, was
70 feet long, 22 feet wide and 1.5 feet high. The third mound, several feet to the north of the
second mound and well into the Wayzata public square, was also round and about one half the
size of the larger round mound. Two of the mounds were excavated by Dr. Domntreville of
the Minnesota Historical Society in 1867.
Euro-American desecrated many of the mounds around Lake Minnetonka and removed the
contents,including human remains. Today, this practice is not accepted. Mounds are cemeteries
protected under state law and remain spiritual places. According to Native Americans and
archaeologists, mound building began in Minnesota by 500 B.C. and lasted until at least 1500
A.D. Mounds around Lake Minnetonka were built by the ancestors of the Dakota people.

6’

4’-3”

3’

A Wayzata Heritage Landmark

4’
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